
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT DIVISION EVALUATION  6/25/2024 

PUBLIC HEARING:  Proposal to amend Chapter 4 VAC 20-270-10 et seq., “Pertaining to 
Blue Crab Fishery,” to establish management measures, including 
season and bushel limits, for the 2024-2025 commercial crab fisheries. 

Proposal to amend Chapter 4 VAC 20-140-10 et seq., “Pertaining to 
the Identification and Location of Crab Pots, Peeler Pots, Eel pots and 
Fish Pots,” to clarify the height required for identifying information on 
crab and eel pot buoys as described in Section 28.2-712 of the Code of 
Virginia. 

Proposal to amend Chapter 4 VAC 20-1140-10 et seq., “Prohibition of 
Crab Dredging in Virginia Waters,” to close the December 1, 2024 
through March 31, 2025 winter commercial crab dredge fishing season, 
in accordance with the provisions of Section 28.2-707 of the Code of 
Virginia. 

ISSUES AND 
BACKGROUND: Management of blue crabs is updated on an annual basis, where bushel 

limits are effective from July 5th of one year to July 4th of the next and 
an evaluation of the winter dredge season is conducted annually. This 
allows managers to respond, if necessary, to the most recent dredge 
survey results, which are usually released in May. 

Last month, staff briefed the Commission on results of the 2023-2024 
Bay-wide Winter Dredge Survey. Results from that survey, as well as 
harvest results from the 2023 fisheries, indicate the Chesapeake Bay 
blue crab stock is currently not overfished, overfishing is not occurring, 
and total abundance is holding steady. The 2024 total abundance 
estimate for blue crabs in Chesapeake Bay is 317.3 million crabs—a 
decrease of only 2% from the 2023 abundance. The total abundance in 
2024 ranks 23rd of the 35 years of the survey. 

Of spawning age crabs, the survey estimated an abundance of 179 
million crabs for 2024, a decrease of 15% from 2023. The survey 
further estimates the adult population by sex, as the fishery is managed 
by sex-specific reference points. The current estimate of spawning age 
(age-1+) female abundance (133 million) is 14% lower than the 2023 
estimate and 13% above the long-term average of 117 million crabs. 
While above the minimum threshold of 72 million crabs, below which 
the population would be considered depleted, this still falls below the 
population target of 196 million. The adult female abundance in 2024 
is the 15th highest across the 35-year time series, with the lowest 
abundances occurring in the period before 2008. Management 
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measures imposed in 2008 to reduce Bay-wide female crab harvest by 
34% have promoted stock growth since that time with generally higher 
annual adult female crab abundance observed in the winter dredge 
survey with normal annual variability due to environmental conditions. 
Adult male crabs were estimated at 46 million, which is 19% lower 
than the 2023 value of 55 million crabs and below the long-term 
average of 63 million. 

Preliminary Bay-wide commercial harvest (excluding seaside areas) 
for 2023 was 45.7 million pounds, a 9% increase from 2022’s Bay-
wide harvest of 42 million pounds. Virginia’s commercial harvest, 
including the seaside areas, is estimated at 18.6 million pounds, an 
increase of 13% from 2022’s 16 million pounds. Both the Bay-wide 
and Virginia harvest in 2023 were below ten-year averages (50 and 22 
million lbs, respectively). Crab harvest is monitored for overfishing 
each year by comparing the number of female crabs harvested as a 
percentage of the total female crab population. Exploitation of female 
crabs was at 25% in 2023, which is below the overfishing threshold of 
37% (meaning the stock is not being overfished) and below the fishing 
target of 28%.  
 

In light of these results, fisheries managers from the Chesapeake Bay 
jurisdictions (Maryland, Potomac River Fisheries Commission, and 
Virginia) recommend maintaining last year’s crabbing measures for the 
coming year. Status quo measures for the Virginia commercial hard 
crab pot fishery include reduced bushel limits beginning November 1, 
2024; the season ending December 16, 2024; and the season re-opening 
March 17, 2025, with reduced bushel limits lasting through May 15, 
2025. All other commercial crab gears would have a season closing 
October 16, 2024, and re-opening April 15, 2025.  

On March 27, 2024, during a regulatory work session with the Blue 
Crab Management Advisory Committee (CMAC) to identify 
management issues for future committee discussions and proposals, 
committee members recommended consideration of amendments to 
the daily time limits for commercial harvest. Specifically, the 
committee expressed interest in expanding the daily time limits to 
provide more flexibility for harvesters to work around environmental 
issues as tide cycles and weather conditions that can delay or prevent 
harvesters from being able to safely operate within the currently 
defined 8-hour daily time limits for crab harvest. Staff recommends a 
12-hour daily time limit, beginning at 3am and ending at 3pm for any 
person licensed to catch and sell crabs taken by hard crab pot or peeler 
pot to take and harvest crabs from any hard crab pot or peeler pot, or 
to retrieve, bait, or set any hard crab pot or peeler pot. Amending the 
current 8-hour workday provisions to a 12-hour workday would 
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eliminate the need for any exemptions to be applied for and processed 
by staff, removing a regulatory burden for regulants and staff, and 
provide commercial harvesters greater flexibility in determining when 
they will start and stop their crab harvest day (See Attachment I for 
additional details on the workday recommendation). 

Chapter 4 VAC 20-140-10 et seq., “Pertaining to the Identification and 
Location of Crab Pots, Peeler Pots, Eel pots and Fish Pots,” describes 
the requirements for labeling crab pots (hard crab and peeler), eel pots, 
and fish pots. These requirements for crab pots and eel pots are 
established in Section 28.2-712 of the Code of Virginia, which 
specifies that the float or stake of such pots must display the owner’s 
distinct MRC identification number “in a legible and visible manner 
and in figures of not less than one inch in height”. Chapter 4 VAC 20-
140-10 et seq., however, only specifies that the identification number 
must be “legible and visible”. Staff recommends amending this 
regulation to better reflect the requirements of Section 28.2-712 and 
make it easier for watermen to find the full requirements for labeling 
their crab and eel pots. 

Since 2008, when Virginia effected a large decrease in harvest to 
conserve a consistently low blue crab population, the winter crab 
dredge fishery season has remained closed. The winter crab dredge 
fishery season is from December 1 to the following March 31. During 
these months, most of the crabs available for harvest matured from the 
juvenile stage in the previous winter. The majority of the overwintering 
female crabs are pre-spawners, and studies have shown that the dredge 
fishery harvested mostly (95%) female crabs. A winter dredge fishery 
season, especially when blue crab adult female abundance has not 
achieved the desired target, could negatively affect subsequent 
spawning events and crab pot harvest. For these reasons, staff 
recommends closing the upcoming 2024/2025 winter crab dredge 
fishery season.  

At the May 29th meeting of the Crab Management Advisory 
Committee, the Committee supported staff’s recommended changes 
clarifying language on baiting and setting pots on Sundays and 
recommended bushel limits and seasons. The Committee voted 
unanimously to recommend an alternative daily time limit on the 
seaside, or the areas seaside of Northampton and Accomack Counties, 
of 5am to 5 pm, to account for tidal and area differences from the rest 
of the bay. The Committee also voted 10-2 to recommend opening the 
winter dredge fishery. 

A public notice that advertised these proposed amendments is attached 
to this evaluation. 184 public comments have been received in support 
of closing the winter dredge fishery, of which many are form letters 
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resulting from an online petition.  

     
STAFF  
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the Commission amend Chapter 4 VAC 20-270-10 

et seq., “Pertaining to Blue Crab Fishery,” to establish management 
measures, including season and bushel limits, for the 2024-2025 
commercial crab fisheries. Staff recommends the Commission amend 
Chapter 4 VAC 20-140-10 et seq., “Pertaining to the Identification and 
Location of Crab Pots, Peeler Pots, Eel pots and Fish Pots,” to clarify 
the height required for identifying information on crab and eel pot 
buoys as described in Section 28.2-712 of the Code of Virginia. Staff 
also recommends the Commission amend Chapter 4 VAC 20-1140-10 
et seq., “Prohibition of Crab Dredging in Virginia Waters,” to close the 
December 1, 2024 through March 31, 2025 winter commercial crab 
dredge fishing season, in accordance with the provisions of Section 
28.2-707 of the Code of Virginia. 
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Attachment I: 

To consider proposed amendments to Chapter 4VAC20-270, "Pertaining to Blue Crab 
Fishery," to amend daily time limits for commercial harvesters and repeal alternate hour 
authorizations. 

ISSUES:  

On May 24, 2011, the Commission adopted an amendment to Chapter 4VAC20-270 to establish 
an alternate hour permit that allow permitted crab harvesters to begin work one hour earlier than 
currently lawful during the months of May through September, thereby improving the quality of 
market crabs. This amendment was initiated by request of a commercial harvester to the 
Commission, who had expressed concern that the unseasonably warm summer temperatures 
experienced the preceding summer (2010) were causing heat stress in crabs, and that allowing crab 
harvesters to begin work an hour earlier would theoretically reduce waste of the crab resources. 

On March 27, 2024, during a regulatory work session with the Blue Crab Management Advisory 
Committee (CMAC) to identify management issues for future committee discussions and 
proposals, committee members recommended consideration of amendments to the daily time 
limits for commercial harvest. Specifically, the committee expressed interest in expanding the 
daily time limits to provide more flexibility for harvesters to work around environmental issues as 
tide cycles and weather conditions that can delay or prevent harvesters from being able to safely 
operate within the currently defined 8-hour daily time limits for crab harvest. The committee 
recognized that a change in the currently defined 8-hour daily time limit could also result in an 
additional benefit of eliminating the need for the alternate hour permit, representing a beneficial 
regulatory reduction burden for both the industry and staff. 

BACKGROUND:  

Alternate Hour Exemption (CFLS Gear 228) 

Subsection 30 C of Chapter 270 provides that any licensed crab pot or peeler pot fisherman who 
requests and obtains an alternate eight-hour daily time limit permit shall be authorized to take and 
harvest crabs from his hard pot or peeler pot or to retrieve, bait, or set his hard pot or peeler pot 
one hour earlier than described in Subsection 30 A of Chapter 270, only for the months of June 
through September. The initial version of this subsection was made effective June 20, 2011, by the 
Commission. 

As noted in the Issues Section, a review of the May 24, 2011, staff evaluation for the Commission 
indicates that this amendment was initiated by request of a commercial harvester to the 
Commission, who had expressed concern that the unseasonably warm summer temperatures 
experienced the preceding summer (2010) were causing heat stress in crabs, and that allowing crab 
harvesters to begin work an hour earlier would theoretically reduce waste of the crab resources. 
The evaluation noted this provision did not have the unanimous support of the Blue Crab 
Management Advisory Committee; however, staff did not expect the number of applicants to be 
at a level to add to law enforcement responsibilities and the harvesters would be identifiable 
through the license and permit system. 
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Review of the previous eight years of alternate hour exemptions data available in the Commercial 
Fishing License Program (Table 1) also indicates a small percentage of commercial crab harvesters 
utilize this provision, though slightly more than the medical exemptions (see below). The 
provisions provided by this regulatory exemption only allows crabbing to be started one hour 
earlier than the standard start times provided in Subsection 30 A of Chapter 270. 

Table 1: Medical and Alternate Hour Exemptions for Crab Pot and Peeler Pot Harvest (N) 

Permit 
Category 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Medical 
(229) 2 4 3 7 7 9 10 10 

Alternate 
Hours (228) 10 17 18 20 14 14 12 12 

As provided by Subsection 30 C of Chapter 270, requests for an alternate eight-hour time limit 
shall be submitted to the Marine Resources Commission annually, and prior to May 15, as provided 
by Subdivision 30 C 2 of Chapter 270. Requests submitted on or after May 15 will not be 
considered. However, original or updated written requests were also unable to be located by staff. 

Medical Exemption (CFLS Gear 229) 

Subsection 30 B of Chapter 270 provides that the Commissioner, or his designee, may permit any 
licensed hard crab pot of peeler pot fisherman to take and harvest crabs from his hard crab pot or 
peeler pot, or to retrieve, bait, or set his hard crab pot or peeler pot during an alternate eight-hour 
daily time limit. The initial version of this subsection was made effective August 6, 2004, by the 
Commission, and has been subsequently amended to provide further clarification. 

Review of the past eight years of medical exemption data available in the Commercial Fishing 
License Program (Table 1) indicates a very small percentage of commercial crab harvest have 
received authorization for either a Medical exemption or Alternate Hour exemption. Data indicates 
medical exemption hours authorized harvesters to start as early at 3am or end their 8-hour harvest 
day as late as 8pm. Staff recommends repealing this provision as it is rarely utilized, records have 
not been maintained by staff, and an amendment to the daily time limits would eliminate the need 
for an additional permit provision to be applied for by a commercial harvester and processed by 
staff. 

Daily Time Limit (Section 30 of Chapter 270) 

The current daily time limits for crab pots and peeler pots were established by the Commission on 
March 5, 2002. Prior to that date, it was unlawful to take or catch crabs for commercial purposes 
between sunset and three hours before sunrise. Daily time limits were established as a management 
tool to control daily harvest at a time when bushel limits were not established a management 
measure. 

The CMAC identified the daily time limit as an item of high priority to work towards amending in 
2024 to provide better economic flexibility and opportunity to commercial harvesters. Committee 
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members related various reasons for proposing a change, to include the need for additional 
flexibility to work around hazardous weather conditions, substantial tide fluctuations in certain 
regions (specifically the seaside of the Eastern Shore), and that as bushel limits were established 
in 2013, the time limit is no longer a relevant effort-control measure for management and only 
serves now as a safety and economic burden to commercial harvesters. 

Amending the current 8-hour workday provisions to a 12-hour workday would eliminate the need 
for any non-medical exemptions to be processed and preauthorized by staff, removing a regulatory 
burden for staff, and provide commercial harvesters greater flexibility in determining when they 
will start and stop their crab harvest day. It would also eliminate the need for two separate, date 
specific, daily time limits as current exists in regulation, representing an additional regulatory 
burden reduction for commercial harvesters. 

Commercial harvesters could benefit economically from this modification as it would provide for 
greater individual work flexibility and the possibility of working around current environmental 
limiting factors (tide and weather, as previous noted in the evaluation). For the Bayside, 
commercial crab harvesters have noted that the earlier start time would allow for the harvest and 
landing of crabs earlier in the day before the heat of mid-day effect the quality of the harvest being 
landed. For Seaside (Eastern Shore) commercial crab harvesters, the additional time would allow 
for greater flexibility in a region where the tide fluctuations are much more substantial and present 
a more significant limiting factor than the bayside fishery in being able to harvest and land their 
catch within the lawful time limits. 

It is possible that extending the workday hours from 8 to 12 hours could increase landings of blue 
crab, albeit minimally, however, the crab pot specific bushel limits initiated in 2013 are still the 
primary management tool for controlling daily harvest and all other provisions of crab harvest 
management, to include sanctuaries, size limits, and cull rings remain in place to control harvest 
and remain the greater limiting factors to the blue crab fishery versus an amendment to the daily 
time limit provisions. 

The enforceability of the provision would remain with distinct start and stop times for crab pot and 
peeler pot fisheries. 

Staff recommends a 12-hour daily time limit, beginning at 3am and ending at 3pm for any person 
licensed to catch and sell crabs taken by hard crab pot or peeler pot to take and harvest crabs from 
any hard crab pot or peeler pot, or to retrieve, bait, or set any hard crab pot or peeler pot. 
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From: Patricia VonOhlen
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please keep Winter Dredge for Blue Crabs Closed
Date: Monday, June 17, 2024 6:43:42 PM

Ms Farmer and all VMRC board members,
I have been appreciative of VMRC taking measures to protect and restore blue crabs as well as
other marine species.  It seems closing the winter dredging season was a good move as there
has been a very slight improvement. But a recent survey revealed there is still cause for alarm. 
The crabs continue to be at risk from overfishing and other environmental hazards and so I
hope you will keep the winter dredging off limits to allow the crabs to increase in numbers.  

I read there has been a proposal to open winter crab dredging fishery and I hope you will reject
that proposal and continue to protect this important and iconic species.  Please keep winter
dredging off limits.  

Thank you for your hard work on Earth care protection.  

Patricia VonOhlen
9801 River Rd
Newport News,VA 23601
wvonohlen@gmail.com
757-218-3178
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June 7, 2024 
 
 
 
Jamie Green 
Commissioner 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
380 Fenwick Road, Building 96 
Fort Monroe, VA 23651   
 
RE:  Comments on Commercial Crabbing Regulations  
 
Submitted via email only to: jennifer.farmer@mrc.virginia.gov 
 
Dear Commissioner Green: 
 
On behalf of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF), I wish to provide the following comments 
on the Virginia Marine Resources Commission’s (VMRC) possible amendments to Virginia’s 
commercial crabbing regulations. The results of this year’s survey are less than hoped for given 
the importance of blue crabs in the Chesapeake Bay region. The estimate of 19 million fewer 
adult females and low number of males underscores the need to protect these segments of the 
population. Continued below-average recruitment is also of concern and suggests additional 
harvest is not warranted at this time. Through careful, science-based management, CBF looks 
forward to working with all stakeholders to build a more robust and resilient blue crab 
population in the Bay.  
 
CBF would like to highlight the importance of the upcoming blue crab stock assessment to future 
management efforts. The blue crab remains not only the most iconic but also one of the most 
economically important fisheries to the Chesapeake Bay region. Given the numerous threats to 
the blue crab population from stressors such as climate change, blue catfish, and loss of 
underwater grass habitat, improved understanding of the status of this species will be extremely 
helpful. 
 
CBF opposes the recommendation of the Blue Crab Management Advisory Committee to open 
the winter dredge fishery for the 2024–2025 season. Unfortunately, opening the winter dredge 
fishery at this time would send the wrong message about Virginia’s management of the blue crab 
resource given the status of the population. This is particularly concerning given the winter 
dredge fishery focuses on the adult female segment of the population. It would also undermine 
the cooperative framework with Maryland that has been critical to the success of blue crab 
management to date.      
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CBF continues to emphasize that controls on the blue crab fishery are only one part of the 
formula for restoring the crab population. Wise management of predators such as blue catfish 
and improvements in water quality are vitally important to ensuring both a sustainable blue crab 
population and fishery in the future. CBF looks forward to continuing our efforts to develop 
sound fisheries management proposals for this iconic Chesapeake Bay species.    
 
Sincerely,  

 
Chris Moore 
Virginia Executive Director 
  
cc: Alison Prost, Vice President EPR, CBF 

Allison Colden, Maryland Executive Director, CBF 
VMRC Associate Commissioners 
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From: Gayle Lynch
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Blue crabs must be allowed to recover
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:33:45 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

Driving a species of any animal to extinction for a short term profit is wrong. Please let the crab population recover.

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Gayle Lynch
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723574>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wQGvnt9mIOyI94LV5o4wPhCFiUgIGcAHBpgH99FSWWtU60KQkbf5iJ7MzcUmER4s1v4EL-
2FOG0nRCLzSD1hSyFQDceL9jhzm1sh3n8LYrK5RsLA2lkHTK3RQAKjDMhiHXirFTu-2B8C8OpEmkDmk-2FORdkYL2sf5-
2B9ERoZNWCtpXEhAwwP8lnCOHUjN-2BVZYAYajNFUDC-2Fkwvyf-2BhT9bl53EvO-2BY1diM0t9qBdS2lLXdpEFYe2KtqCAK-
2B1FzyD64ibGkTb>
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From: William Warder Jr
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:31:14 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
William Warder Jr
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723323>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wgryxXPNpbgXJ7rDfu4y6OemFbZ7TOQWkElc1KIl62XF37Z040fr4YRQpkDcLbMgTDnzmsiIl-
2FRBBKqv4nhUxlP3mMkZJNY1HYqJ7Gj1xkOsHyaVUPNPyJuY4mlr1fdlm-
2FMJJTucb8rblrylFMCE9b72KnLCGR5l5Ajv9y3sTSjG6u8SlqSJ6pyqf-2BfIAGHkIm2RFXMdHCCk43CKWIcOa6c-2Fd-
2BZ03krPqn6sleOfTMBGqummgcUVxBvsq3HR94rZr>
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From: Laura Ray
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:31:59 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and
its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
Laura Ray
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723439>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wrxG0D5LfgqLM3f7pH2-
2FxBtuGcxCnGjKxdH6HHtcyuj9VKxSX4ZGZnkAWb4KSXod7jDx7x2NNzyHiBF-2BclPwW5tVqFUWF1GDTqtGO6-
2FcJX82XoV3KofFlRU7mjHWv045fdVTQj490RhanLWtvULztnH9Bwe1MsCaC0nNBycZdWjJPk3BzYgrhOk9VpLksUvVlXV-
2FA8M-2FZyfK6OR0zihPx6HBRTIAeJUc0Q4W1qR16nKsFvCIfsge9OOXhQszNrf8D>
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From: Larry Stephens
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:35:04 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Larry Stephens
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723652>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wtobfEzaLnsm9MIPaFz5EdaJkFE-2BvF7O8coFTKBOZC6asB-
2F9BnPN8ntmyhbJYdaZRV2PO08YErnB6uHtwoYVS-
2BA7tBB58dbUwPKerv29OnSJV45p7mqoiMMqMSZqPV8C7xVMK6tD0Nxzrc2W02xzv09nFb1SLaZzOtnzTBU3qfi-
2BB1A3Cdb0TJ4Cff6ZwfbRyAMgvUunsV0dj-2B4EVbGALxJqVdwFDFenp2vDiAmpptdDfst0pyNKZprbFFsAxwk-
2FG>
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From: Mary Barhydt
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:37:05 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mary Barhydt
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723731>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wRkeMaXM7iuA-
2FsJiYgP6t26fheMhmSS8BEALSe53Ahxp8tLknMSyDk-2FJtsJg-
2BETfGQ7Vpvv36ztmtSkKOvSdvibgZgcAZTae-2BO85-
2BA4RUrJjvD5Iq0anfYSqB6IEOs9ZCco0xLJs3BRAsJGUnRpamLTNB-2FtpagOfG0xUkrsAmwkN3Q3cFwse-
2FRInpt5McbwoUBtgaKuygrH21RJ7bbq-2FRs8QaxzfY9aj7mSoP-2FvYckNnMN2yr7aFJGjCZ5o28NmBg>
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From: John Maphis
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:37:55 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
John Maphis
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723782>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wlUA-2FVyEf6u8atH49JRrR-2FAOQ4Rssg-2BIYvzD3bnA7g-2BtuhvIeU-
2FZ1LVyCKeustINmteULlL5-2F-
2Bpt0rRfvQJZkstnqYzlovvrE60L16RCFe3DDXdcHx3FKJcZvL1ASCblb4TkdhSa6fkV5II2tzjUnQiWnJYGiac2XORtCJO1AAw8Tq1I-
2BSXYi7SKPLyW9dXJm40eUh8VsW-2FEOyLCeQnTnqXgHqeXmVQIjX1glAYPNxXFO2MrNaJm9k0hIhxdbVyCw>
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From: David Evans
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:38:39 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
David Evans
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723818>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w5NzMOqlsk-
2FtRB4dDrflW4ZNbWEHVoGxSQiGvBmdEsctSeCQYHLd0rAZ2HYQdi-2BbM5iCuy2WRL5YpX-
2F6qA0RYS3P6MKSxQV1iCLKPZXvZCsR4SyQAlkn0Lk3WC7zNk-
2BeFVyHuFJ8lYTWj6Zb9SlRaBs3JlkIICVmmYu6nvgvArzZK7Fg-2BYKsrnqFOYV2BKaM-
2FWvrjgTT4JTn5ej9bTLEO0jOLB6WfQoURDaz-2BHNBDePRyweB-2BnCRKlMC1zCL-2Flnrj>
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From: Priscilla Bashinski
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:39:50 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Priscilla Bashinski
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723893>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wDyCUBFlZdYIfaTpfeZygwN3RKYNpULRmfixBGb0txwB8tGEIMePzOPKqQbPjziRWngq28-
2Bgl1Vfk8pOhT7nQ-2ByoOszKHL-2F9vBtVu2nnPcepq-
2FFeKwMyWC3Lrvkg6DZ5ARb7qSP6oEl60wsXCrmpF7lbgL2j1tuV0wxyJauqyxWhJ-
2F3JkFYYNRdXEIcZ1mF2TZ7ptda6YoNKeWUDII7tF5t-2FPl6dVigk8-2BdGinynRsHOvWEcWcqvpCNv2KPoZBbmT>
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From: Robert Warren
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:39:48 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet
reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of
critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Robert Warren
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723882>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wiZe-
2BHYCOlTAt4NX6CJJwro2urGBznCGYG3hoO3MxyCZpNzEKN29hrPrh0iFO3xySyZLqCKX4Zci5-2FJXmi2KlQjhqQZYa-
2B0BVZSXIDR4fKg2VxeQlR7RplwwDEA7m27LiRWfw2ZZdTcE83hv90pDoNOblu1ZfdoEIUoAJBweSn8115hGJGyCUwgCQ7woNcg4G9KWLWtkrxY7sFWfee3eO3w23RmnUQBLo7u8fQHSL32NV7rB7R6M-
2BMQxdvJn85qsC>
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From: Pete Colbert
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:41:53 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance
that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake
Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
Pete Colbert
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723985>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wITiuvrtaT7Xk2XVgdB4cVAZr9sPAcRLQfj9ic2SUbSw1RXrvI-
2FHOCO7khieNM-
2BOToxev2nsfiSrvWKfaqItxzplUWnjZViYHniw8XY0BFfffIIOKb74zEPOAARsIdECZYRqV1b2p4Y0QdGa2aWMNh3Sp-
2FoJN0Z41UogSh1ugHf6uDzeCv6lP8s6haRCu5-2FIKfa3-2B-2BKi6CSpqQoWdYNR-
2FkTlsxaGgheMbL64NWgFnSisybQ2CPPmhM0s-2FNgJj9PJxFun6YkfqKfnKklQN0VPkYQ-3D-3D>
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From: Jordan Sears
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:43:54 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement,
the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood
of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jordan Sears
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724080>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wOu4dm3Is2-2FI8B-2BTe-
2BwLPfcIKlW3OTf6dRBjjFJJgQCyBJn9ZCZ55RIQVLAkvRRaubuN9YkoKyW2OMVo7IhKChqqoQ1Rtm99ZpCQZA2avLnVOnblw8MVT1KxWuK9gPmzYislkeX3oMoFy84C-
2BLHR9bw4MPldVC5DRwFQ60zf2UzQnAG38lMNGtAiIM1Sj4KcWeWljfBGqrWuWI5QuuIqtgK-2BSWUk9HO6advfHiApt-2Bagj4SCF7BK8XE6J8o5yWZ8h>
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From: Sharon Hesse
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:43:36 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there
may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sharon Hesse
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724060>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w4nij5O9D4-2Fk7rtJTKa6CnbELd0kn-2BDXQd2LRanzvsg6IqhaaiJbD24BRDPlSyCy-
2BMhnZ3x1qgbaCIQMWRMFJdBIvzRUJaAhN0g9rMXfb2N0gd5cmWNsE0fkNrjBO705tCLD5TyK6uGtt3MrgH4GKIlbOFbrJIsosxJ7XzIRu88FF-
2BeY7pGpxvHtfIzNG98KJ9-2FyC6n97G9VCQxHp9C8cY76s4RZXtiOfHbA4JXDA4NO1YMcBxH41j1Ac6Kl-2FUTCL>
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From: Sylvia Sevilla
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:44:30 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sylvia Sevilla
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724101>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wdvIUtERuyNalxz0SLEll5Ba-2Bx9X50NgJGBWRK-
2F7ekIvYcvMWj64o7Fg2fehZy-2FrBknuOkibbIOzHvbDo-
2BWd9lA4o6GHlDcudxZoQmDCqbn0FHxGiXW5dVS8gMYyRNfWtDX4k57-2B0x72lxrS6511YuJ9Ck-
2Bx1wd4Mcn4MVJckFtl-2BtIevAdsTpOBM4k3rqJfh2WDrfTPgZlQZKkgxG-2BXmPqOvqNtM-
2B0v8l68mFbeRkUrIGH-2Fq3aJPaK5QUeVDYjBG>
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From: Edward Crawford
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:47:09 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Edward Crawford
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724254>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wdK-2B1R-2Fx7aYvEdaFoEtmHT-
2FVxHxFyaz2gRwrpcPkav3EOpY4hc6px124-2FFrH71fOvPCE9988q2Kmmzhjr-
2Bux1roVEZj2haYZk1CY9OQ5ON0sUsFlbQgFHvzI1oMqTckCa3yjx-2FzLLwzNNW-2FWZWWXAko6-
2BRGRMGdWn1-2BI4Vgr0ByeIu5H-2B2qSuGVhSFpL2gZEfb4yPqRfeL-
2B1l6KP4vXTVvMikL1C2nhmwEiHM3Y1P6aHlZnDn5Guc-2BdumfQF8bKkK>
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From: Michael Taylor
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:47:35 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Michael Taylor
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724274>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wNnslaiqBnBtMaAnb13U4x0Wzn1TRjRQEaQMww5tbjp9HViIIf2UclqAtGcw2TlOEkn6eymG4nn-
2FfR8KQtosPLuZm1TN-2B7A7St5NSPTNd8hitiOuTFKeHWJrHY4nMzPgodrCuKHql8XP5WtgBTE1-
2BAEgjZ8RnnqQGEy90k9IejRGAcZtWYuSbPjTMpRDUcIPzrADRaG-2Btwol0kclFeQoemKQlzaOtdVP2-2BaxKxnoc1S6bbcSuQ-
2FECb8HnFu9o5QnO>
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From: Deb Harkrader
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:47:35 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Deb Harkrader
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724278>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wGjH8B18tGsPu1bFfX0Fq8jzhH7H93qTHXmzUAgxt3E0t3XGukbnUNq0AnVsqASrLycXF68Sy9cqb5XWi3glxZ-
2FT4Ly3eJdKgj9dDWpW6dieS-2FX5hopWNL5-2Fpc8G-2BLpuzs7P3UClP5aTt8EtBwgWXw9-
2B4wo5klApEuecOHLVaNThtKKYO1QcksWArZfobrmB50pjOJKt4xTGKyV9eBAfdQMWvhHJfiE1wRonOvjKusszdNUkuQtKSU1Gu0JBaZhUk>
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From: William Welkowitz
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:49:32 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
William Welkowitz
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724350>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w39IgybHawieH72o8faKrU7cHt3DMxpi-
2FHtXdMmCDRLb0UEmIOV5BKi6mkyUy2wIml4rPvNNg5YmgXRzDoSe87wJ1IcszqblzRzZD-
2BFsoroNb9aUdfJJ37CVi0shICoqtF37Yj8oqpjWExCK-
2BNFfA86lCQP8Dgu1lGla5PGKImoE5v8kf5GMInhOWJtJru33nfHhZvBneHH6mDssbi1e0k-2BWP1OF-
2Bd7dNQnrrArv9RvWC3enKognfXzPklJGnmHZV>
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From: Brian Dick
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:54:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there
may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Brian Dick
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724516>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wju8UVAtfjkgBD0hHhXN2kquZZ5LsehxLpETALbtPY6JxJwXKF-
2FW14bVX22c48X9aosaU7YAJIjLD4RT2p-
2FqmXK90RHdBHvDOkC3xvQYnVDs2DXTIMCN22kwauwD4ionYz4wV0paMSLZAqECKhZZiWAyJYTwmwZeuziXFnOq2I40rnM7o5yuHsP3-
2F1NOaDONSuJbxGGxtgo8qh-2FJxUlkWkIg2EFn7BiJq8g8df47FyKV3GIq-2B8Xo2rB5oMH-2B47IQn>
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From: Brad Intemann
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:54:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Brad Intemann
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190724507>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wyKeQM5d7v0q5UfYD0p2QXyX9q8r06sd64c-
2FFrcphHjardD1RZTMd1d9HC6ijM9mOL7TBVPHpvPsrpJpHn7f9n5C2i1ivblobWxgWsHBZ2J8nyRReu-
2FlYbvRphhf2ujp3QTW5j8oh5sBsliClF3nSJzVRp-
2BPXa5RXk5hkgCRqgNP9oM3K6A3jGbiNT7TSp1WB5AiV6-2FKI0WUhzA0L-2BudZsL-
2BqtDUKsoTxI9UXTrdpMijjAKcq57g54e5C-2BGzqEpuC>
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From: Nancy Berger
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:55:58 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Nancy Berger
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725119>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w-2ByW76WJY2sG6dhe-2FibhaKYTOdFOoMYTCnI0976Qk6HM-
2F9YWExx4OEQcqKB1l41yKi49HRjac6070VAOdpVeJvVYK7i6kdCvTTzgC1IiTqFA8Y-
2BIumDYorVShMCTSweWw8GME9OdY5l0wbWbrfq9hTflOhAIt9Vhhy0JORZlY-
2BuetCiZtEjXix3qyF0n6qY0aYnucXo3hVEzpd9m2KFKIcxxo1l1bvWyP0YHEpPa0AeXkfPEU4k4ugEiCnu9xyvlf>
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From: Chris Marquardt
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:56:20 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Chris Marquardt
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725130>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wO2Uu10F8-2Bzm9Dowg-
2BKJr1CzJOgnxtz6V1rcNdAbtN1eKk7trGCkiHE6UzhgmPTiZGp59-2F7jBI4XkaOCu-
2BTZgGacWwytkNh2J3W7yp2SuuYHOGFs4xe-2BUx-2F5qLZ03C1fMaHbxxpPdEtV-2FXiHHr19q-
2BDq201PqRAbk0CwDaYTorCbgJY9Tq4E6pQXvUj-2BXFfRwkWXUjbGY7L5lZ7Oen3ezBxcpPas4y0dfqf-
2FJvVVcr3y3Hhpy3qarNXWUdUtu458N>
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From: Ken Schultz
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:57:57 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ken Schultz
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725182>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wAJHnMUKGked8BykyP9canPdp7vWnzc050vZKNlodn4YCONpOeNMj6oKgwoZKNOWaL5qk4QIQp7C3GXQ-
2BYnS1T5j-2FL7fAlzMc69qkVYYZzAT-2B4JV3DnTaoZnajs4T2jv9et-2BOi5cjbdPtGG-2Fvcg-2FL-2Ft0dvBnjAggEO6p9rN6VBgDvFw-
2F9mGnB5LaGyXTzgyMxwdCHxbQIaN2fX6enkhqf6N6YQbxrpeynYOGKF5nV0gy9t6bRmP6OXk5DAD2bRZxQ>
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From: Dorothy P Edwards
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:58:28 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Dorothy P Edwards
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725587>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wMoLyO-2Fv7YN8iQvzHCege-2B6p7IW7w03W2slwRCbHRdGgtXM-
2Bvar88hJbbnmUqCpUpKe9bBN2wvgqbk-2FWc3laU5YkeEZq1EnTIsfbgEyHoAJlmGTfH8LmmQy35JIdJzpJ-
2Fgs9aGHYQQsXR680A3A5crAj2ibG1X-2FGcGefq1uTWvsu0qUrJIoLX0MJ6aojx6AUZy-2FPa1YpPJqf-
2Fx5mYfNlOdrRafZPnGz4hjCskUgOGxp52n9jaEaT7fzGXHJBdquc6>
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From: John Davenport
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:58:24 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs
of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on
adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
John Davenport
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725263>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wMceWLcZzHudzZMpzH-
2FD2VcDBDHiblLQ6d6NG9uh5YcZFOa28OzPPETkfSLli0ed5yNgBLhEEMG573ylt6Pmf4ajREr-2FYgHr-2BHfw2axxLL-2BzGaCYl6B6jAsvPNhiRWo9F3-
2BjeEdXuznlpS4-
2B9LSC9gojunqf2iaq2RydmNxAtcZqChfhvscZmCDavAVL6uhk8GQTudYFwlLvCJRXJeOgVWuq0FYceW8CzTQAR3FGJOCzuOD62NxduNUYRTqQ0Yi9p>
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From: Alan Hoffman
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:58:24 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Alan Hoffman
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725268>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927weO-2FJd1Z0RVU-
2FV1jeAmwlxPLMJD9Dcd25KSPLHewC2f9tPEeWeePJMKPMpAIE-2BDUFLkvCqb7LWvT5r0a8iIfr-
2FdCaGMZ-2FRhlD1ulI05IG45HOdHR33CwHU-2Bu3SgG9tGIioT6iXwmK7pu4cyjb5Xjg-
2FaUpt1wa94wxndKD9L-2FYhvgfcXovkXXS-2BIHWNsOpQioj8olMh1cC5wMaZqBBrSdjxhMVaI1Kj-
2BIVSxTmEJIgfeTVugT64QVzWSa80b0hCcIs>
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From: Martha Sewell
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:00:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Martha Sewell
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725834>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wlCe9RaZzKIbdw04eGqteeHA-2BmZ4nrJ9lZGZQSZDHSMnmG-
2BUkeVXI19E5taHugNXqUvcK4MTP-2FYaTXDRLJ76IcDuydeMu89pobBb29cC-
2FMey3wYtofCtW5RoYc4L4GEhbxN2JEdAJ9JlBIjd7TNSj9GCvCweCAFCnICBgOQOi4l4T5Dw98QPL8btVsAYzwZ-
2BRp-2B3Gq272zCBDcpWLHYfmG5EFksSRrMQ14HtV8b7DxOLOyiMpMyihelvN25Zp5d7z>
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From: David Ross
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:00:37 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
David Ross
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725892>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wUYo-2BBja9yz6rrPV2gMYv9-2BEbbZZ2azU9p6NOHE-
2Bq7qLYRqxTMThzOkt1xJZpgTyWnpCVeFjkW5Tor-2B4nFkVwpR7-2BYxl2gr-
2Bq8kX6A4OoLJy0G88r1OtfxRQHv1hay-
2FxN14LmVnCITblA7EdHCh8UU5gA7wCT8mTOqKdqtXebV8JOm8WD-
2FT6rwpWGPxZ38T86temDkGCF0OhIuGQTmBpyiF8lorqQMRxMxA1RVNqztSqC1L3UedU1izcUFkmDAILl>
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From: Michael Torosian
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:01:36 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Michael Torosian
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725923>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wQH4bkQnnq4arTwwqkxfMLysPcxUomGIOxKl3SE-
2FwNH5OFhjEiXUSJN9BFjcq8qvNrrGr4wBqo0uBAMjb-2F5jIDdwPGmWWOI6dhF-
2BFuFAfJcYa2RxJQ6E9HiYnghRXrVnxhFM5hGHSKCPSu8FtIAifSjjT30T-2BlnRbWt7siyORVnsx8oCDHSV-
2FvB315o3yfv2YzsmY-2B2pZB40F9vJ-2FKUaTY9dBz2orrBgH0R3fQhL2RbfI4FxOdeCFHgD9-2BEnxYdzI>
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From: Claire Jacobsen
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:02:53 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term
livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting
without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Claire Jacobsen
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190725978>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wfUObfZ2mbnsEC-
2FFIF00lBoJ40Yj2P5LFqhTzAtrC1y6Aa-2BhUxXy-2FLq-
2BcoNdOXFaRveFsp5Gt5Nuqx7PHZBf9DWZyuDT6bSZ8VPiKgq5wbTlH7smxZWkA1fbLK5gbpWBnPDtP7Yzv54WcuzArJWOqG3KAOY9ELjGHtlA0Dbpuuowcxc87xJR-
2BtY0-2BrLNV6qrmKZGay8zP1ox4w5dUC-2BXHwn8XR8FgTIb75LCe01Z9HNCrgiSgG5HET-2BQE-2BATD43xJ>
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From: Claire Jacobsen
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:03:31 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Claire Jacobsen
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726001>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wc-2F6k8jjFel51KG-2BXagGONr4WHrOQh1Qj4gUDiS-
2BX0VKDaQbUX5HSwqg-2FcQtSwGUVDEE53llJ1FqDOVMNYtK34IEldwiHmqW0len6p4nomA3x6kQHwj6L-
2BnxN93IxWV7rjb0J2PffUnDHn9B3F9SY409BMp4WXU4j74dpXePxYz-
2B0amvspP0opzdCCoXQB1NME33ZOP2HGbFzbZkqP1k-2FY-
2BuXtf9H2hbwDcfEXTpbTYtesFxgEK8vCPWUVVwLhxsW>
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From: Craig Grube
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:05:59 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Craig Grube
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726054>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wAbRQm7eM8IQYIaO0tTBzfrpRsfg2iMMd4ySWbh2WfAXA9Cul-
2BA1WRNi0WC5RWTHvo1ghjBPUaiMUPDcTOx-2FiGiBJRnRPv27V-2BoJsBhK9x-
2BYv8v3LwKgOyb0z7Pf8G7SzckAeJDGHVCL56CxIk0SulkiDuUMq8K-2B-2FdvOVl5z-2BGnpiK-
2F0jL2iZF6kRcGT66qMetkaBLqReHVJrYErFg9ZQS-2FoEQGKydtHCHM-2FQu3bQ48OsDw-
2FpQW27QNRgyxOeJ-2Bnc>
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From: Dennis Tackett
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:06:52 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance
that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Dennis Tackett
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726108>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wck6rXI8WI8gkUy1rs49NCIP28xqmyMatNFiQnNivCBtZ8kX7aJlceDSVpk-
2FxXr-2FDm9kgA0-2F-2Fu87jIT64pq2-
2F7Lgkj58oqXBhEUGG5oA2D4eA6AVg17Jr3fDK0i8fiis3wBFZhyzyBzQYyHfOvTAlgo2FXfANGyvJa1a-2Bu-
2BO805GNrCcQC40ETDxJqJ3CmzVeTEetBfjsRz5oK4CZg07N0ru6BvMX3o4oNCkeeIn8EFnPGlkTwuziG2oW6hil1Jca>
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From: Sue Ann Giacinto
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:08:43 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult
females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-
term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sue Ann Giacinto
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726736>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-
2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wQF65QCq2cvW2n1OdYwTbrACWzzAWud-2BdztAJ-
2BUgwgXmBQ6s06MlQedPEnxFPYVVresdg9HsioaAPQ2FuxqsWVvn2kTUOe06qDb86bky-2B6vDGoRkbgIuysLoI-2F2-
2FFKvSy5VkLVSHnF6yOB8MgJ9AKb3i7MQzoWMmUSABYfzQFivr9A7zVybRupwffEGspxtrLOnYaYJq885oq3cqjL6QtFZAzH0i6KhvdxBwLCQUmwrsZoMH-
2FH-2FRmbclQVgVVRS9a>
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From: Wickliffe S Lyne
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:10:20 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Wickliffe S Lyne
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726847>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wyH2NWQFfrOm3KXyW5sO-2Fe-2FwOINRiqwdRogmR3-
2BXLEpvfLLS0o9GdqUFBJMncqa2CiAp4VlFqo6sNdpCl0ewvuPg5r-
2BWm2vfxtbXHVDshBtYQcee8z3QeXTe7D-2B1PHjMgdt83HGYV8uvoCPNfCkp4faCm-
2B6h15zu7WBRh3QKL321OAQNG7-2FDoxE3Kzsnh5AKaVBRDfJPuKvEsOqjXfEt7Gh2WRFXvikrX8Y-
2BfVBcQyaT3F1e9xF8DBfkt1zLRTaOw>
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From: Frank Bond
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:11:00 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Frank Bond
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726877>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w90Lp-2BNX2E-
2FhPHxzJrCDgruNhPnjK11r3nhlyobaKLvYGcaXVb38q9GdwQfIdPA1vqzqMjdT9eeBAdw-2FfR8pZnOLd5-
2FK1fjvyZVlvc2bo4tKgxRGJdI5pSNe8GhPv6D-2BokM9HmLO94kwgg1kh1O6atHPN-2BI-
2BVGLfDn0pwBwG8O7hm1Vo9yuxqOIK-2FiHMf8f5gf55XrorAD6PTbhyOUvacI-
2Fg7R4ppVHaBq0xmLcIdo33FLEgRirPunfczXJ2CBe7A>
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From: Ken Goldsmith
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:10:52 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ken Goldsmith
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726851>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wAIvDjAUcgkX9s7CV2KbEU4hUiDioYRGQojDyfsRir0cO5OCI7paxY-
2Fk4312pBy3tCwehIDHGweOl62caR4YIoyxdHxKeMIEkgLUCe1oMVymEv09hlQfLXY7-2FQIA0O1L7nGSGL-
2FfQoYnjshNFWtcCJ3UJRYZQ9Ip6TFPvluw-
2FOp2rsnl9CJXKygjP4E48HqBIJnYM2FuCugFwGTKNoTVZckniw0V4GOiwyN-
2FVQQmI2zkk87CFvjkvnDalCPGoRYPE>
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From: Dean Amel
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:12:28 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Dean Amel
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726923>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w4xqM9Zp3-2Bs-2F1lWhhcm-
2FnZFnw7LNFqFjc29Stnyq56ZiYnAkXFpC7IbmrKT4tedpoOxi0W1tYlOrVcNvRaVJ7Bh06GzHbhPVatDnT5nepWMYJppmuPprJj-
2BLRh-2F5LUw10YHZIGA5dyKsEQxu0DJfXgBSsiivGSkZUeT0BV4GqFbs6eMBz3LdLSo-2Fk6vhrVqTvX19hvVHu7WlK-
2FzfewJ1GMEpv6-2BxFQpLTL2wFCqrA-2FSjSLrwPZ7FNskz76u2f-2BkQf>
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From: Emily Roderer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:14:30 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Emily Roderer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190726991>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w47V6WPqr71vjU9FsExzxPb9nRqRd5CD6s3nzWdZbIPI3NWsLSHkWGPjGJP3KZ0rqxj-
2FmPDysAj-2BRb9FSVa7q2jz2-2B922ixOlP-
2FBbpq37lBbnKk38ZpOrNzLTCzovG4stqnZ8xSVyPAFS3W5EENRqok7dvcDNHX-
2Fv6dfPSn1tCJpk25pyXcLJoUT47qFjjfC3eE8th-2FZHoAFuhCR52ye1FPaxj-2F-2FKNrMlmB9nQNVmAakgrGCqz4yx6J-
2BdZGTBY59JHkNPHDLnJYssSHIH9VxlNw-3D-3D>
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From: Robert Naujelis
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:16:23 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. There are other species that rely on blue crabs for their sustainment. Blue crabs are a major
part of the Bay's ecosystem. Can't we let the system restore itself before we see another population crash like we saw just two years ago?

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Robert Naujelis
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190727078>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wRgVn-
2BiJpdJoizVCAwMGGQDeAmUnNiIgBhmLyicXrodUEcCUSrJHZZQEdzDNYsud9iSqs0EQFi0sn35f6mrMzct5kqJTzfkRgfdTWZkeD4MmjWzgWda6BLEhAY7OhpNLyypJ4td80r2-
2FbFqTF3m-2Bzwl3Lh7fvV9xmlwTsaICPUv8PBn1-2B1TCrXnaT8ygwGkgCPoqXdfKnYgX53ul-2F-2B-2FKdrpP8QN8O4hYhthRLEZUPxENRtj-2B7-2FXYoB9AI4gElzjDf>
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From: James Shelton
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:16:05 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
James Shelton
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190727031>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wcyIROxA-2FMOhMzPaW2qf3RjU68fRjKAoZbpwBzEtu41Oglq3iykwGDKo8-
2FA8dRL8S2F6Yx4x9B-2F3lYlzP3iwWeE9eXPxgItXBC0NlnswAW6xXdCxUORbMARnNx6-
2Ffu0wPSD2MJtv8tZJysHsyyaAATQdllp1Uw5ybKIIDaqqKltiTLHXIsgWtuPmPaHf6hxfYzaC7xMXhDf3KbiKCNJa9tPtsTKUNSKo-
2BIkVgyTI3qHMrXS4hQ1hNvuYmsNNlpi1P>
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From: Gloria Morgan
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:17:32 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Gloria Morgan
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190727106>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wNZPhqJ1GXB-2BgQyuiKcyyxHyZGlwT6pQqtlXhxkrX0XlDq4QXJZn9j88z1S7J-2FW-2BG7XYY6RY06T-
2B6cHZo3NUJSrYJyPG4vlR9jLzgqRaPj0Kd48p5Z15xpEpQ7ucmrDczPVnwFtAjkeInCTKhVe1f4IpjGFCFrZg6rqHIlOSyHHRDwYkSL8ebjOeYl00ZhLQezM-
2FxjQE-2BmlfGIl4zVxcdY-2FoRsDuvev6FUcOWSvjxjmi-2FvdLZ7ZzeBgOcPKnjKt-2B4>
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From: Carol Carson
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:18:22 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Carol Carson
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190727194>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wkg1gS24csEZMdHJesJfZjt-2Fr83bUTXAzaUy8KuTiFjR-
2BJJUcwypu9QsL9JIjfFY34qu5wRV2OVv0yrVfPvuyrsatmm9HPsZ5xT5DQoDA2V0jUHKh-
2BqV0TJWfZFAuHaWeVLMiwpLvz-2F-2FJV-2BR3ZsblddCWYCvy-
2Bi3S6JzhZ6yCgeqrYQVwdpRIjcdLukFTN5PDM5W7qeysH0HaOYuA5swoX4UykjKG1-2B8LgceJx-
2BgbJU14HVojG7vQ5M2ve58e3QWB>
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From: james waite
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:22:16 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
james waite
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190728406>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wy29YOVsEMf77wc-2BG-2FdF7rmtlR8M0lrz-2FXvagOD6SEfbX-
2FYO0thCRfw1qPS9iTNWMxdhYeIjjXQhvrB5IqIsMeeScJCsosLcEw-2Bj7EhYMnucm8LkNKGQ-
2FoESmj4ECkxOAxE0gWg3OycLZ3IzQ1zJvAJ2ZBH89ppd3TtMpmqdNpQfXL4ZnhYRC0WlNBPjde6QAslW8PlmSa4y31sPDKylKXc5X-
2Bs9X93wAl-2F3hE5QuUs0xlAe-2B4C-2BmDPxcpInzVNVu>
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From: Michael Ortt
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:26:01 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Michael Ortt
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729047>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wxyhfnePa8TMuqTjDf9CN7JjzMlO2Mm-
2BqTDAA6b6JqDDKSQGUa04bgjGYSMurYd-2FS0ThYrfqqs0S5b5Nc26oZ2iud9amLfGKk9O1wffvS-
2FZ9M2Uj-2F2MwdyJKSuU2p1Hqe6nVuT534gahrK12HmHfg2HP7frsPodPQ6NK41eMT-2FyGTQ5-
2BJ5GsnMn0AcCN4YwDENfCr89N2GRUJptO0f-2F5wcjN2sxQLhVonU9TU2n-
2Flzv8bPM5Irzx4ydEtb8oaFgtN>
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From: Lisa Renée Jennings
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:29:09 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Lisa Renée Jennings
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729122>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w2-2BphVy-2FfJRTz13dIIqy0bcgYb7hys5VmGvSvZ64-2BEiXaE-
2FDoYlxn9BsmwYqZnEiV390XFhO7UdLPZFQZB2uqhJ2F-
2Fwe6n3ChK9IUY2VPPJ7eTCX586klvN30KdhaBnt-2FgeX7-2FsrtoQKI2ztcWhLWG1MZ-
2F9ibOQ0eXpkkNNDOIU-2FFa01I-2FItJZH9Sz-2BZBll8pCEhrcckUcbrtweUiAhnWYuPBk-2FfSKCnHU-2F-
2BvBQX7pQREIrjavz7nifm766kseGPY>
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From: Lawrence Olds
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:29:50 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Olds
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729138>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wj6b7of7yD5S9HnPzFpQSQKGyXPZGO7JMrdoJ1tPYv1HIBGQYMSvUi0AVBc8WPhWy9x-
2Fw59y2EY5DJpJ4nG2vgVBE-2B-2B5-2FJ4M7nEOW9mc5HWfNV-2FRlbMaMPhRGoyZ6mUKDz3Z-2FFfKR5gNnkswG4QhqO-
2BxC8-2Fh9dGbQSm-2FO3QYA-2Fwg8uLUaOTGYbGqQ5fEIhTZg3vodNw272JXGZgb4akBRB-2FSdvsdFx4jek8wqv-
2BnNJHuNMDFD9odUgRBkWGuYqA53>
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From: Victoria Hulick
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:32:06 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Victoria Hulick
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729227>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w3X07MYDRHtLci2YS1HYvS5B64uNC2W1ZeU2RTcjuuQGYQ92lqYEmRA1At-
2BjQYo93g1m4X6QRQp3cyxC2naC-
2Bj725ZWMNTq9HeoNgG6EunUB4ve6XVL6Ij5QDgM0RPZ8mQjNHS6NyY451NcdXatbxfmdZBLyGacx5V0TQcgXHGSDkQA-
2Bif84Ru6ptyVP-2FTzomZqL9aLAFh2OgkEva-2FcAQiXAXcrnZZeXD6yuQWmJACiKyqN4mYqpR6j5ZAGAVqpz3>
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From: Benjamin Thacker Gwaltney
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:32:06 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Thacker Gwaltney
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729226>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927w2H5HpYVJZFWNOmEFOUGpfaYR28rPl5-
2F1faS1Dp6B0VZp3pnqhSU9n-2FeO3lYGkqSmj5SuJkN8KJow-2B0A5b7IZh5tqDclM-
2FjNgPdBgD6YLw0lxQmUBql25UIAVHn2xiyf3SDvYHwh3urPxCrDW884rTIvqbApT5Gts-
2FYawLw6JMliReQtuKAcxKLTb00GUDKs8Ptdk5F7S3weKlSgJARiQ1gJg-2FzAQ4sKAiOlm5KUNYyZcYv-
2BgtXNMxdlhpSqW-2BERI>
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From: Sandra Middour
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:33:58 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet
reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sandra Middour
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190729296>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wLzH0sRqkGcLBMRrAbDxQuK3jMkzwi17P3LF30u2oX5bmGN8tW7h7ok3c2f2YcTjp2Jk3z4Gbrf7WIz47FPjIbx2mvq1TbeCr0ya0WqFyEjVFECgO3NKrw2sKUVjCeJ1pnHoPc-
2BWftXsA6RJaIuoXb4Q0MYHzZgcbMATnhLQtNoJb0xzZ0zL0NJxx4-2F6LmPait8Ok6YmPDlnHxht-2F4QswiNM4wH-2BAgQWGckg9-2FBpRpcVH3de8L-2BY5-2BZYCVt3ZmpNh>
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From: Elias Nimmer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:37:50 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While
there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Elias Nimmer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190730507>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYWbHXbGOReQCNqc5on2bhB8mZJftaYNbEtGxW-
2BmtykCOt8vSNO4uJGv5IiBNgo43GDf3MBEA8f8jYELErHEoJbJctnYaRxJuIcgrMxZ5Bt4QSjkaElY25tCLUutsmefKjxUv2noSZp59Vi3HwM-
2BqM-2F4WanBu7qs9NStx3I2DCa5XZm2mCFe5xMt2nUSwWw-2BP2AbpLoM0c-2BIHZLJC5GH7YV-2B-2B-2BOKL-
2Bi7rzI7VQNj6DiucA-2Fl0cDhEvBMJW9uU-2BcmT87GCQD-2BUo7AbEXq6StXzlNA-3D-3D>
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From: David Peyton
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:46:07 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
David Peyton
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190730750>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYDWVAlmIKqrPM3IDqo2PFz2dUxh5N-
2Bh5UUOlkMoENOApbokhz19xJiTpDNnmSfRu2MVkNQ5Ki51D3TRyQIPznWNE54ruEZFLXPcrpPSjO7dPJuP-
2BHNbcoWO3V-2BJ-2BRL6mtzbSiG3qLImuIIicMo1hgNDTcR9pgWS55LECS2iJxg95TwhwHL5QT8z-
2Fb4j3Ptt7CMVrnTWMJ75nak40Npv-2B5fjvdVAieqOMtaJ9aJ3SpjINOFQiCCWflXeJtaw8Eo1sZ>
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From: Nathan Bein
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:49:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Nathan Bein
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190730840>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYCk4pLbuySGUxufiIsiLOUF3Giz8q2OYVObBuP0Lb5jIA0WYBVtuZQ6-
2FfFVVmbzkgBWKDF41SbkTUXrJOfy-
2BfNrxEM6biQQQ2HNjWRs9qBK6RR9o20Urai12I3NujkOirxJeEJwJEmKEQYgZ5QeiIPUAQLyIP7sMaube-
2FSU2IJeL6c-2B6bwz-2F9qDigkM-2BkTyx9qH18bmoEx-
2Fy5Mm6hmDv0CeGYPdL8MvB6gTwsdqU6MLfbEvZ1SHJcSSa7KNrpw4Hy>
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From: Dennis Warheit
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:51:42 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Dennis Warheit
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190730900>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYL17LkKyKrirFcyDzkoBA0aimb8-
2BqGCxBBmns9N7EWbqMpyD5m4n6WuuyQlqi78Sask9zDSuSc8XExh6Zvv-2FC3vLkM3h-2Fa-
2BJAJ23duAFyHGjMcv5X196Vul63VSwwKgdh1snaQmIR9FhprPZu5-2FEpnikJd-2BOVvtGIUdXje2iZik1Jb2-
2BE5-2FmedFWl3yDjV4AbTWjObeTYrINWZHpULKJSRwprFWXrsmFiCVtd0NnUVjpdHZ3GpUDj-2FoJj-
2BWFxvFmG>
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From: Eric N. Fagerholm
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:51:39 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Eric N. Fagerholm
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190730897>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYn6CHe8UYCn9oAtAkdqZK6QKNi5oUrY8o-2FJVcQMvmwGAVMGlFEf-
2BN9aijPunDGTabBDj-2FtPIk7b0x8O6c1A1tOkzy-
2Bv5viXk1BLvspaDODtioV4FUlgdTEZ0SRU27k2jQdwJdOdTJAp4-2Fo-
2Ftgfxy1t1OoonMDZO7JMXpv4e16FE0wnrqlFr5fCQmO-
2BTJqnwPrrU7MBcSmvW7YwOAwZ6FKiB7pVGPMqJBSdxo1ykaf-2FTaNSAUaKc-2FVJ4P-2FSuUZUOgA>
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From: Amy Moore
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:55:13 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Amy Moore
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731041>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYucTufKG3K11Op-2FGs9hE3QK1uWhfCHlNMIAqMHuC-
2FZDUSQrSzfPgVskKZHopZ4QTbjyYH7HIEzoU1JEmpZPis0LZaIJeEQUbZubt8g9qD2EgX-2BNJLw4V-
2BYKxK4X3Xy-2BFCcs9g1QW9f3xsGaT8n51SThnvYaevaZ4u-
2BClhOiX4ApTxALKd37qXSj5rIeY0kMkur5TX1BneA7-2FuPxE7qxw2SsA9YYseuIq-2FwDsuJBQzY-
2FQEMSF3NqmysgpST8MIri9R>
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From: Barbara Brothers
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:55:07 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Barbara Brothers
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731034>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYbtxl-2FHUSw8v-2FClqjEoUO7IGeEidP1L4OReMlqCoccI-2BlsXgn-
2Fg4PmYwWmqet4FQBWxOhoJy1LHzCMZmnUmYft5-2FwvpIEeB-2FJapsKWYgvyk6F-2BDAvM14T1wO9L-
2FmevB3LeTVQFaCMFxsdo8qhDaQbdJ8rgPDTZkTCcRQP-2BnM5FhvG-2FDeh7bOusTez-
2F6iOjTTgJ0vkwlb225Cwbc4bxJ1Kmtsuv7jw6btfPzNfgLhUaoUStCyq7gCTO55VgRfwodR5>
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From: Robert Benson
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:58:23 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Robert Benson
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731596>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYwBENMoMkpPPyuMVqqDbjVXYU-2Bk-
2Ffo4td2rLAXq3syjXfRis60A2RUAcKyKt5C0bY3crZPUn9KRr3sotPSpPll9z-2BDvYVnC-2B86sdy4IFjMKjeu-
2BTwu1Hh94LZLnDnSkZ8kAeJLzf7KMIKAmNu-2FD46rg-2B4qR7cNrblqq-
2ByGZP2f3q8f2jTivBroHlYdUrZX-2Ba2MlyHqKHZgyAssfecbkdFETL-
2FIvvsZZ6tqnsg5LUaU2HTEKgLaK7q6pAEnUBKbpszrSKDWfSonJmrBCrczmf9Rw-3D-3D>
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From: Otis Pauley
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:59:01 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Otis Pauley
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731710>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlY5r-2BN92QsDzWIQPlSNwuXoXk21j2hEfw-2BptC-
2BlS44BoT9XqNFHYKyqDCbaG0zKyJ6-2Fv7NcyARKH0v9XM4ibr-
2B4krOeW7k14foDr6I88nlUEbBjrXGbyI23oUFla2qASWjFECq-2B4ngKZVY8HR4BWpqbkfLYjlbRrw-
2BMz4OOoDLNwHo-2FNOHF2HOApS2aQpiixO2ICeE0M93ULA1Qq6Lg9qSZwJ3GT4XFjWAhqcAbaDP2PX-
2FDWbne-2Bww7O7uC3YlvOKe>
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From: Ray Alley
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:01:58 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ray Alley
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731767>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYPbclbqhXR5OdDznJjSiTgCMSGqxDYvD5iTjjq8OMw-2BFWI-
2FaS1bjKr9MvrCTqzk12ZMmmBh0tXPtNXEI82LwlWMoMg7Olq7jjJHokdHZdzS5G4CcZfH8XwpS-
2FlkG7dZ29tpx1GGs03J8bZxr7gi9qriau2aJ6sAAZ2Feiwj9cVGNKGRpaGGz4bW-2F-
2FIJSPOPpjWrjJPZTJRjlLc5wtBFfB9hy-2F054xt-2B-2F5dDnalwkwQO7-2Bhmftwnm4R6e1VcCgFLtB>
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From: Joette Borzik
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:05:08 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Joette Borzik
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731841>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYQpWWUqt-2BSHEsNF9skywbshp6x4U3-
2Fmc9febE2nw4FQ9Xz3nuXZOnBpWzLqrkwe6abkUI89xLj6z3RAnnXpph6YdEqpux4n7P2u4XEM5FxkWOZoZH3S6YWJpwo7J-
2BIeTh8pE96wIkW0j4q9D6nFMuG-
2FyW7mhdDGrFufxYBUbR7dmzfj2lZanMghwscTGenYOQChjAd7WiicROwrox0TgeScNUy5bSi-
2BrWrMm7TaI5AtRIPO397BEgHJOR5bT3z5Yt>
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From: Mayer Levy
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:05:49 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mayer Levy
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731898>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYTZuNBtrmx-2FyZg0kQW9fDPUAcOYFVVmz-
2FfckYKq0TKswJGS4YiE7lll56ITqu2yS5wx3ceEnLdSMsVzCA7GxJFd8z56wx7pWHM7lILKoZk3VLBdvwxaLXxfhP7ymvCUoMh9FsMkUpL1Wx41zCjP5LLEgN74DEG9d6k5LeMEobDfQVirKDPoIkXF2ZejKHVzM07cnTLE3bsN-
2F-2Fzpfoyg5Wc8Oo1mjWZ4awNbCREjmhkGiwMqpzTecU7pjL-2Fxn9vhsO>
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From: Barbara Jencik
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:06:52 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Barbara Jencik
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190731944>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYsYg9z-2FtL4c01vbIQqPNCjbMRAIERUndmV-2BxBG3RV126jO7-2FQ0-2Bg7o-
2Bw9mjwb9J-2FR9eftlQbi0UQ4ftCPBXguwEsWRhAmhliCEZOVN5y-2F0isJ-
2BzzswFEwUugAioGr3pfPNqVhXIyv6E5kM4XLb7ogiqxlH0Gvd8kGQmmbjxBhd7sYGw-
2FkBFq68tHKjCJ0wHiEC6sgTq-2B2zWecL-
2BycwnUAd6HFHKVsl9w60oB0rCisaUnIDn75ckNw3zC9kTq14F9S>
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From: jane santti
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:10:28 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
jane santti
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732001>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYEFlqSH5Db5dEpzaf7hsIf4PQndwvK43SqsjYQ36FET9aQFezetfSS1xb0K829NVIP9IUf5sYWjBLaj2f-
2BZu2IpDlT1ApPXhEgZu3raFTDjSjeMBy5MIghxJfX40z11f1MRUoGiqqyezbUhuyQ9iN24KXtrp91ts4BFs6Y4X3skENBeyWhcD8-
2Fx73t9YAQgVBN1bzR1qYO63NFP8gavY-2BO9XfyHse3JXWRsK3tOLj1CBuxU4lOv1dh41SwR8E03TV>
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From: Carl Santti
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:16:02 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Carl Santti
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732172>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlY0tV9u94B0HGikRDXh-2BJdKr1tySTx1S4PIOREIUAO-
2Bz6lBkd34YHTSdJnLnXVd-
2FyK5ol6SO30jmuwFMwxuUrxw2oijGYFoGVcrVP4C4PYPv2bVXymA544XmDE8P6Oy-
2F01Ea03m04gNUXD0csp7BA2N5bS-2FZbkii6NJXanZe9WnUZMn5-2F0tqXJxauIJF7eElbT6CeesTc-
2BLrtKnZ9u7YqH7FNSXA1CrLqKRoz1O0xQfEroni4iGcj7a97dGvC8hChp>
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From: Betty Ware
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:17:12 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Betty Ware
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732217>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYtyWWQlxmiTrkpiYasd8WbjN97BVgKYYAilymXrrH1QXtwocs35iQlmJ1CCxm9Fx5V5eR7zmb23-
2BqBKgi9ksVtydKz3Fz1-2BUQQ6JFBX24fJ-2FWSf5fGrd0fpBx-2Fr2ik-2B1TAU-
2Bbu2xalf0lu6S08ttL3bJZRzmqvKCv-2BiMZQR5NoLJFxUXLA0obyLufE24bLg5EGxOFT7QUH4Q-
2FL2vLj7SQGSsr-2FtGBErjyLRC7FyvFLjIu0rE-2FMzvKx4za8gannFaF>
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From: Ronald Payne
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:21:37 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable
species.

Sincerely,
Ronald Payne
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732341>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYRX865-2FGWrTuCoHB823g4f4X249z3XFCyPaQLbqSgb-
2FJPKO8QcThs13hfpVL6fLcwxGejzdEkxxbaKzLZwgEAX0oTJ98RtJGE1e-
2Fuv0KRPWRipRrqdJCnfUR8ji9dH6cUm8P8cbeIMtESyhXhksjWuP-
2FQzawZxnasKDelp7JCKnHYznd31KbEGMQvOhs5E5PbdwjBwC7iAkd6kvzHjdFjmHhYn943mNH7pPOLrFxWMgGQLptXX6-
2BTEs5Wx79skuJD>
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From: Denise Apple
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:24:45 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Denise Apple
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732478>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYmqnYGALk-2B0O8NY-
2B2c9NbmB3RZyZdhoMUJEdCSbyaYLLKfiWpSTGJWBSp-2FnCebSl-2BE3j5eWgdhlvf3ogGuyZzSGjTw-
2FLj0ZN4i3E-2BEznAZzJ-
2FylwQ1BSl6GKav3wTjfLQsOy5cXGWARzuPWHbrv0wzoq0rSfvObiXdm4vXCXyF9OUJud-
2B7xQTEhsai0JfYKD4ILhVMlDaWTn38nNhKHLyaAc17pYkVd8Lcoj9n8STJHve7grrFBhf9adZf4KypHZL>
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From: Gayle Graves
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:25:24 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Gayle Graves
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732486>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYuDe9hyujzDW4SAO9pL4OrLeOnSCrws6u-2FpnhtRIVdvbZn19cg0-2BQE-
2BsgyFD9Mvh50lZgP0jpqb33eCzB-2F94OIiP3g7vJcPqSe7dzQ-2B6FRp6tVIWqBK7jrStI7UZd9j9e3H4sSKwtzf-
2F78-2FSr5htfDE0GGlhasx2zXJFEOHkkDzoVXwYYMoAFQ3TiAv-2Fa18noTnnLLBUeZ5iJC-2FiQlx-2Bt-
2B4QiCzYOBUk9KLjDIpF0wnD5JlKphtJ6MmoCLY9hTcbU>
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From: Gayle Graves
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:25:55 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs
of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on
adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Gayle Graves
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732491>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYkVYgEsfCBL1KB4xBHVRl83zTPux-2BJUIOxSgSLb9jnLiL67P-2B0YibPHC-2FI4ZuTzMmRAMet-2BIJdkW-
2FkRnvNRbbXa2-2BlkoIppRXmRZv7T-2Fg5GR-2F3JJD4jzRp7l-
2Bt7RA3TGPAnuZsJ8ZGw364Zb8FIu01DJrMzizX96iGinemcVv4FW0fnOBSD84UBBa48QfqTLsDPBYh75vwdQ75QkA34NGoT07LL1Ir39jOFOiSeT5ESgCA-
2F87-2FJdjZiwztimkgc-2B5>
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From: Christopher Meyer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:26:33 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Christopher Meyer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732506>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlY4874c5zmtPS-2Fi-2Blf9LTLwA6iznCVG0tQV-
2BepDxVq3RKd6SQRGhUvou4Hg06E-
2BOE10yZ2zSiuzEHwHMXGwEin5hHv37bzsWvWj4sA6jD1cozn2LX1rK7si8c8uQow4vHabCyrsNg-
2FKujDB868B82ERblhleUlfydYfYb2qJ5Fz-2F8jUZQiYmf7se0bmDC4lGJyMGGU9elm-
2BbQKHLEQ617aIudbCzjs8g9C-2BahvMb-2F6wLo7qMo9NLN84sw9bVGJTdFA>
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From: Sara Gay Freed
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:31:55 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sara Gay Freed
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732729>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYTeCOY32ek5Ysp65mq8mnlQ2E-2Bnn-
2BNWwvhHyJ313uBrcNuXgEbLQM9KhUc7-2FvvL152wgYH-
2FDLwRii2mObIcEz0n1GubRnFHrP2VbuMsl3l3q4m-2Bpl67kkC-2Bortu-2FX00oNU0o2u-2B-
2B2CHTZqxVDWZL4D0ZoFFXsFmu4NxlhdHRltFbhcQfPNrB-2FWc4ncHt4nC-2FymKL9-
2BIySez5qNFQxkBbYeo7PpkupLbSpkYuhAYGVLQfWWolTbQCUQ-2FYOQ1jMrPLF>
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From: Ray Blaum
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:33:03 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ray Blaum
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732762>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYFbV9UapuMOA2EDx7bPqwVNZPni-2BxpPSA1sh3WPgbZB-2FVZfrT-2F40-
2BxT17z9Qs2KxOcz7f1TjD1fzdyfYcXLflNkv-2BesK38CUaZMMfgiRYLql6MO4-2FM2NN80-2Bl-
2BzxGxTJbPuBL82FUWZdLxZifuKKuzbKxGHnCSmoIVh2SVyDrhNi7jr-
2F7LXpYyV4nzavfvDKqITdgShqi1aQIK6WPGrNX0mVQJm9FashXIlJQ8KrmBf6MbOUnvD8-2B4Xxihj2VPB-
2BG>
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From: Pamela Scrima
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:37:26 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Pamela Scrima
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190732879>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlY4vRxtxj0zW3SC-2FQg0l8PNZ3g1Y2dTXIhF43-2B1wXhoYZb6-
2BL92bn32LaCouasPyOdsjM-2BbMyXlQU-2Fx7gNIG5ju6oIDA1kjlmg-
2FxNmPC5Day8Eu6jdsJy56f3I70F3euTy87T4vFT5jkvxICTyrDAjsqSiD8LQkw1la40oY-
2FYMeKJ4ji4f0a6fTsRb5BY5pqZUA-2BtPVbh8UrQ3ErsEC9K3ZYdko5DkzDOJpsZVFr-2BbXIPXe-
2FmCt9TUdlzRxyy-2F-2BoHF>
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From: MARK BROCATO
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:42:21 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there
may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
MARK BROCATO
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190733560>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYvEW7eoa-2B2wlcG6g5ZUq6B9aljLlR-
2FEjLrgD0D7Ru89i4p0fZU2ln5fjqSVqfEVBBziSEXQgRwfzkqpeXJ4nh1Ra6d-2ByqOJK1TprQ-
2FQhbOkuoEFzaSmM8zRcldFINtYxuMrXbarUgsgmqgYdaBNZWyw8AOES9Z0c1KIG2hFnYAfUp9yRV6nEEp0Tcfavb38O1sOPwsymlCzOIyEb4-
2Ftk2LhI5iiPifjvwDxu6HOOxA70ZMgzuVJj-2F-2FQKscFilJ-2Fiu>
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From: Charles Wagner
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:49:00 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult
females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-
term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Charles Wagner
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190734873>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-
2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYEqOWT4nbSdJOk6O0ejavAASYIJ7-2BVEsf8ER-2FcXButRYj-2FaDv3bL68Tu-2B6Q2ZgwyVq8gEn9-2F5xx-
2FSEIrz4kFlZkdIJFwIrFWdVZslOoRnuj5bFjPOO4sAhImk3X-2FJYUsPAvJ4-
2B2FlldhxcGOlDrerqCTsqEs4zpWrOZ3MlpwmeySNETPm84ZleYxcmTPnmnJtzEMjcloW9oQN0q26bl9PuQagjw2Mz76ow9Bhfr4zjaPQU6dKTyaTDRdEXHj76Ji6>
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From: Linda Walters
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:50:51 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Linda Walters
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190734903>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYiSR7ha99dnXZ3dstwD-2B0xIBAPzTjh-2FsQUNXZ-2B53-
2FfF96BtF36RZcKcudfJ8v0FW71bthCoKpOI3zwjWDEhn0efku4-2Bu-2Fnj-2BUdoRxxxubTsCtlseVAxZ3OZ-
2FD57rLn42zZp0hqrSx0bI71C-2FiKNYaLB1UrwB03WcNt6KeTU94G-
2FkPGDlxh5gOxO8ShHfbsTcxY0IF2b6AQcGspjXyGLLbgRB2-2Bw8vMdN1gtU-2FmbjvJn8rw878FPWYcFXJ-
2F69ynqUG>
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From: Jane Smith
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:51:57 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jane Smith
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190734924>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYLqb65XFUbnQcwHWREistEHhnl4INJvL9YwgQ8NrKCmG7LqjOPWUEUT8uxoXjxkEMDDGTT6mTpgbta-
2FWLTw2Jx47Jxl6lGy5AHeFH2fBFzrXNN-2BcO7oNY36zy5PR3wU82n76YsoZlFei8oxlb-
2Bbu3QFxaY95WIFzUxVYZ79qGfbbnvYtB1lq68OfHTVMEhPvhmbkocs3zJpWvI9NtcSinzYWDqTDFDd22EpvDed-
2Ff096v4Os0HnaQx-2BMZM7-2FKisP3>
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From: clay coupland
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 12:58:15 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
clay coupland
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190735666>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYgFZbZsPIZOwx2nriPcHL9zRs9wIR6fI5DBluclZxUUakGdCqRBQaa83MSTkATTr-
2BRt5jCcZo5G3yjc7ZtYx8C4VkBq36kUh7wJfHWcHieyAfVftBrnEjbF3txTYKvbPZP-
2FXDIn2pogXTn1GPaizIqAbXiayoEaNuBLOVja61z08XcnTsOoNdHAVjj-2Bzq-2FmDwquEWwSAEtM1As-
2F4KQ-2FFamQQpbUrTQ2sD1srWQJ8RF4QmboVF5Zt2MkBijlaqdB1J>
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From: Chris Witherspoon
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:26:13 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Chris Witherspoon
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737212>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYqLLyIo6LQH-2B2u76Tdmi23oaY1dxlN-
2Fq4ghTVbixs3n6buqzTKQplOQIIdJtkkeAzo-
2F1paF5hTU6jYcN9JOC6atxCtdXfUNSSdjejE2Dx7QO5ltmoznCyxcwSihYgLpbpuGoltqfMpHXCarGV50C-
2F0lyA8ar0qZ6gRu7UceIdVGvFXUULSLNME3-2Bb9OlsiNvPGwQGTvUeNJB-2Blc5zDIGNBmM0UVIjD2-
2FX7CZ4xXiVGxULu5duUK6T0wkFbkBEh9T0>
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From: James Shelton
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:26:36 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
James Shelton
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737259>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYRb9V1sBXMUepJ1O6pr9b0IG03vcCKjHq97uzbf-2BQN7s69U4av-
2BwuX74JenAOsa7VaNpCJlKzFnpmaSB-2BEowMveXNisj4M3-2FH0k0JgWQ-
2FKQ6nX3MiURhWRJ1OY8Kzd8kyNfGrL1ceXYxbvxMYMshg3Agnp0Df2NZbw-2FBw4tbODr-
2FOJvJ5uPyKq60vjAFavnSlJCoUzczY9B-2FVfmrrmAZ1cBpvjaB22yqcjrRbioBhZFJ86ONuEN8GSsbhaK18-
2FN4D>
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From: Barbara McCane
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:31:45 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Barbara McCane
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737643>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYpfnoJydsXUVht8UE5s3g55fgYVMOayDUx1uSs7paUWHxQOaTSsZ2dnq1yqL47dfPivsA-2FO72qCKd-2Fsp-
2Fm4fkKMzETddvHEXVayZ0jxosnPFNViyVRuVsfsu4SRcSoGyfIOQcuwrYJobEeZKvzFZLwGFB0PCCh1jkMXHtbxL-
2BaMMzYBa7MxEv4-
2B4T5pknqy3edserhWDpfOadA9oo5qqnXHtA49pNuIASwv8fQvdse7tOEELRmOIrfM2IuLYl4jrn>
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From: Paige Lazar
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:33:32 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached
a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Paige Lazar
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737780>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYQcI3yOqs1LnBTxfWgIBfJUqh8osu93Jq2jqXqRQIey1iHPdPv8p0Nd6cTFeZrlvx3hlZmOI41LBfrkSCnLQYxB5B4zju2wBSB23ZYZOYKEB8vDFdL0UKf6dHS5mCOWeIRZNsZhyGlEtJWeCMgZdBUGYY3wD7Ip8u-
2Ba3UPwP2Ucribs-2BLjIfeQ8jxoTXLJ4aSnDfPrj9i0hAoBUZwckwKxkWwwwhcP8ZVOV7fvQFrehW2400jEr2DgqNpDPompknd>
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From: James Etheredge
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:33:54 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
James Etheredge
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737816>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-
2FlYdRmROfuQd0UShohQciRLqzJtxNuqJJqxWImO5UTZ1FkIUR4XhfqRAqFov7iclXVVExw-2B01mMPrZ-
2F6-2FlQlyv1ZO5ipUjEIpl11SxnWwD1rIebyI7eC8XDmNQISsV-2F-2FH-2FR8D-2BChfdfE8vRe-
2BhUKfdhJ0Bb8pt-2BO64nIXUbCuPSyQC5h4enpKnlAJA-
2F9gSyjBv1z7eUAvX4yGHtxWlJZiygIu2zROv3NvczhjqNZsNFQHEezTC3I8JwKFvlnMmf3HIk>
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From: TJ Byrd
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:35:55 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake
Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
TJ Byrd
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190737943>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYk7ywfhZLvGKNSEKhb9E8ajRW5MO9XUFJg6rFavRuxvxtMmthtEaV0xuIyx-
2FCORO4FKZ0xuW7RoslRGnefJeAyuBHP15YRHuuUXhPRTNV2YwcpH6DkPv3tPUWsBrPCwSpAvTkFk50HaT3Qo1HOSYxbEwNJMPZFABKeh0Ybs4w36WwmNsgmpewyP0TgHSwnHj3PG6yhRY3gjIOM3veWCmalcbThbgYMnohsQc3Kizj-
2BYIuadr9sjOAHFT4bk2bQmhj>
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From: Judith Hinch
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:43:17 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Judith Hinch
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190738293>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYJDnZNzcWS9mk-2F-2B6qY7mHM-
2BZMtb5GF0bcP78T9GLViEpCuJWYxsADQwNHOSGwhQOUE9bJWlcMcOlNeVTF5BkfMHQCp9j6ZuUWBmbf2i4ltrCXjWi6HRqo6Y-
2F1F2mDeOAzHF0NNLSgiDXFsQA78S5K6FwHwlaBqDiM9vse0M8KxjdheZ7w-
2F32BFjQCCNuNST9i0zQjObNLVR7GPXXr5g5C3sn1DBewm7zC64qZVlZYi099f8NpmlCzg4wkYadqtsO2>
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From: Sandy Kerr
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:50:33 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sandy Kerr
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190738576>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYulX09csPl2p77fZi2Vr3nAmF9Wyx-2FW1bfAbWvuPl8CR0dL-
2FH1v1ZzbXfa0kkLH8G5z3w3zXkeXnw85hk6wdvEEqj6WsFUWIvrcvcyqsap0c7-2BeiWFcSohLh47KHs-
2BtUIzF63toWF2pHL-2FBp-2F6LlGFH60mHkJJj3VSOPQrnhT2e5dDXns2J9zysD92FIvWftMfMzn5bjRi-
2FPXfy5HvjW24PAa53oG6DBSwFoCSTeZq18T0nsbdhEZIFSHn1TJnVVL>
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From: Elizabeth Sherer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:04:57 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Sherer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190739123>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYwWSTbBSXXQNl4gmny1xV1LHH6xFQAc-2FKfncghfOWNi-
2B524ayF9Th3tAeyMl50x9xG3rAo1Nk-2BxkMy6OfCRsiP82tBb7-
2FltFvCtQfqDBzrBDfbleAOhNuJo9S40EexMfGHuxjTAJR91Gv9PA1MsuesQixXi-
2FHbRFNd78KhaeGfAmPYBlpfeCtJETeHggnTwLVE-2BRR-2BzhSqMVPkDCVA4Pq-
2B3sByc4SNiPv0yorHJwIJHUj3O536sixOy40jLlGxeiH>
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From: Mike Sims
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:05:25 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mike Sims
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190739138>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYjTKQa7eXq7bYCZpFeVKL-2FLzZrYt4FDL4kk8-
2B7BilfQDRxYrgTkDTUQGvxyEoWwf-2B5cPTlwVonchBEU4ExjfGxQ-
2BiAQH69iEnH5zbhp3X6Lb1wlkmACPzJN5ZMwzZuMV-2FmqPHdA3rWlUcXDH7qVbkTGZiYX9UZ-
2B719SnFZUWi2OxaJ08jci9toNW-2F3U8zEmy4sxfecRqr1J6WFsLcx-
2FlkWVxMGCBL4olSs5rL8YU5dUQJZhMOse-2BBenmS4-2FAzv1nY>
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From: Robert Blackburn
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:28:02 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs
of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on
adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-
term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Robert Blackburn
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190740540>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-
2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnRKDfuS1weAzNZ4LBD2rReoJJsENLTqFp1fnroHI2yvb2NCPKZdfOqE8j1hsVprFcLStDdBflbNlnNv58SyZveGgC-
2FfBec8JdBIx9dWBd1uoP0MaFFIlFe8LWL0K9Y4yYUY9bxY97cNY4CuEVflSaZVNsLp4IBc7Lz6bcohMPnFCZcjdrv52jLiurn-
2BfL0wNubmVAosBdzXIkGpayFITjezxJvZSLYER3m5LtOE4Stw6sbqtpEDgR1jiYc90oJ9D2>
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From: Beverly Mann
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:29:54 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached
a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Beverly Mann
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190740630>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnwLI-
2F0R9zJ3gmcTIrdTzAbP8VTRxtGLoQN8htVBHeugdH1WiDUjD7tZ1uqlvN4HlQ4yxKdm43rrDBaZjnD1aav9J7k3DKZS2JlspUtu6NVKCFF02ygTAn9HqE18mvTRyP9Abokxz9RwEhIPRvjSDhoCUj1UqgUhtA880VQxye-
2FkLHbzMyA1rO4A6RkNo6FwDIMspHaVOBKXItCryd-2BnGDqjN637s8Nmz1UCHOAIK0uebXsompGhvZ3IJ7ThcJNjnm>
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From: Piotr Sliwka
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:34:55 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Piotr Sliwka
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190740816>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnOAt-2Bq5ojmC-
2BVkfKCu44Q9Xfe5hYMObdZ9lhgloOggdJay1qk-
2BSpBx1Fr4I37JLXlkOdvzfS0PTNyF8PUzD0FxmwYwbsZmYx6EWLQuM5pkkaiw0UCwouIj7vTqQ7zy6i-
2BYYVzz-2BKmT20p8JycZM83Na10v8SKhiQ7vMf2J8TBPtv-
2BfJstymBU52e036UCjRpZOqYs0FkHkv6QK3rkWOVf4-2Fk-2FKRhPdfDzruP3zuqkrjcUZ5KwA-2BewFygyzE-
2F9ek7c>
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From: Sally Tucker
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:40:13 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Sally Tucker
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190741029>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnpgyHSoFsBV-2B7GLZr5-
2Bl5O6sXX3rx2Qg5RcpHBJUa1SFRk7Xtix-2B5vOEIYRww5KnORtXRyoUlKzaa1Zczvk-2BX39hvbAuvk-
2FbkvW15JkJvLZ0Mvsb277Iv-2FjWgSkUeusynxgC3rB-2Bn6lICksgTAUpNuswql-2B2f2SOquo2Ia7q-2FSHuM-
2FlxyvSSgaEw8Hf0ScNvbIYHJknkheOfVgzetzFqDSEz3mfNpLiCTZx4uoiwUUJyeK5LNVcfqqBV-
2FFhUHvgqw>
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From: Carlton Wells
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:43:41 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Carlton Wells
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190741145>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnoW8SzIoDo6wBGLTIyE6tHqYNpG1pfbYLOL9z6jXwXbFgkTybJCQrFlmNVWRc9bGUr1ii-
2FWGTpZ9VnOV8r-2BmrmEf26693PqME52KBGfm35Yu7vwRVfRj-2F-2F6NHMGx02GUvwwi1ktn8-
2Bwp10QlKHm60BzPOZbtaPmjAwQpfGw4hemNCFqCwEVh3O4KexAtCFyvWFKs3Va-2FuXL7J-2BMYmXeaF1may-2FD-
2FTe8aRMB1yB1lsMCJ-2BYSfKSZpcCshv3CYBIApS>
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From: Deborah Uminski
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 2:51:48 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance
that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
Deborah Uminski
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190742093>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqng2vKf3UFR79saroTXY6hOHbQTzDymFaT2eKCAl5jjrcBQVvhVsXhBq7r-
2Be1dniCmGA62YYm3th9EzkNyKgKTlDXuy3Azdb8H9XDw4WqB-2FBprrBcCc4RG14IJpGyZR-
2BNJoJcJG2Y1ePrZdWXv32A9ZJ-2BvLV0JLv40s-2FYKXElD5YK-2F6-
2B7R8O2U7ny3EMg9UPtrL8yhxQtRMK7cGoZy2o9oUFR3r7colveiSe-2BTmo-2Fxo2Zkh5ccJm-2BYunBS-2FpSxBqIr>
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From: Adam D"Onofrio
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:03:18 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may
be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial
harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Adam D'Onofrio
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190742675>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnNmKITkXgqY4K3KHx8aD51FRL5AKk65TeIci986tDi7nEF5xlN75wP8pylnJjhWaN1R5sSN4QU0isRrIu-
2BdZ-2BqZMYL5FvkGeFltRkz2mPAfaD2YTFWriGsBCZPSDYi3RiD7jv0WFGHqPqof0RRQ1vc-2Flusnm-2BKdU1QGWf3xcY-
2FInY20oj7HiVlFWrCy-2FwM5perVc49rGgunDrIolbn8rkrjR4LlqVk2r2HQ7I1pWfiEsaPIdDpVzXqqnCUDUlccct>
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From: Charles Epes
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:10:07 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Charles Epes
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190742969>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnbzjKpZXMh92tw8ZLYBCbWCQx8OMDnLLR3WdZjVz69DJ-
2BCNAzJeXjUqIT1OrnyzoWyuzan3jFjq8IviPYCFUoZ5uwWCnawFv3KNt1Jv1S2BMoL2-
2BJgRms3zR7uYyerAB9raC4Gz47zR-2BjFnvJYpeKGqLmNybJLjw5nwLAvQS-2Fr7xfnAR6RQR-2FCImj-
2FFbLHPsYR2yfI9z3-2BYNA2lEXxMNOAqvUhoxzw1Z3AMz2EiF53zThl4z0-2F9wo-2FbyiHftPuc1E>
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From: Irwin Flashman
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:10:01 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Irwin Flashman
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190742965>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn7WbAnwa-2Fe06QOHZ0-
2B2bA7pwTyvhBbM8SN1jkoQAqv0VnvyRqF-2BrtPtMmmGoaNtw-2F7a4qC-2BzQohnRjm4oBBSkOh6UdI-
2BcZi-2FHCOb8vsgEbOzjBHeDAMRIfOt-2Fsr19Aq07R0a64psPsh2fPqld-2FYfcbAC4-
2BxqWqqz2hSxrsFf4ZFlbffDiMQ91KPUmwlltPnUL3Y-2FX9S8vCwvZ6gISjPSDXcNoZKNqYfgHSlO-
2Fv0wH6abyWp0p-2FYaJshHP82W7qfRO>
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From: Leah Bush
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:18:10 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable
species.

Sincerely,
Leah Bush
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190744441>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnMx0ef3qwm6orRwyPLpVR9UzqYa3WqygR4Dk3gxWjtPwBUdjHHEafzyHQ8tGA-
2BL1JObHIzFg3WUb7jz9yAOnZ8JA8jA545xAxdQ8sE09WFxFzsB4d2fCrae8d1KGRFb8MLzgZIVTyIXmsxc9x-
2Fo1ANkjz1rQ7qsG1WBYZVJCBKbtxpbDgN-2BA7vEa1enclHA0NN4bmcOFAuMWLwNyT4jlGb0yUeD8FZI-2Fp-
2FRAD6rxV61AX6XvmJPpOxBvmCUE5q4tY>
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From: Ronnie Woody
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:29:12 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may
be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest
that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ronnie Woody
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190744820>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnp9-
2FEblXeWBHhWpKzpHru3L5mliJD4S3SSCpYbdDvKF7cahGsRjsygaG4eEcZ34MqFx9bT5FOTiK383CJVvdc3SUVagNvtnkz5-
2FFVPgYCitHaibKHibVkG-2BvWzmkK4-
2BGtRywD83oI1TkRfpUJFa7YHqFXhzaMfCoFecqOwHpacL1avWIxoabgHpq94BeLvtjvFXGMDuns771vQ6fPoKMKrmSTnJbRbAzFrUi2x0kTXkC6PN-
2FrdjZIlFsuLGSJ4kEM>
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From: Mike Madden
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:31:38 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mike Madden
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190744939>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnMq8tbRbZOTRBiY7WZiWfT-2BwtfR4h7SxZchCoU7I9-
2BeKWyUoGsinwgA3BK71KMr4eO51qHELbORXIErk-2BYNLg7P78eJ-
2BWOrWBletRy7BfQAA4cnbV4OsYxgIWv8Aukngv6QaDTLkG6c53MfCpSGSoq-2BJyoFHFf6uafm-2FFjKn-
2BHmrDWVS1-2Bv9UAlvDqDnBU53JFvg3YKofs1xam7XTLd1rCn2wKSaNR-2BUP-2FvErqVTXc2nawW-
2BZNhGWbIGXP8haM2C3>
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From: Jeffrey Hollar
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:34:25 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult
females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-
term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Hollar
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190745020>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-
2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn9dX0aJiQ0Yy5BMU8d3rPwXFw1JPSmB4X8PHQWA55Z9qdG6Ms8in1hmRnXNhwxG3Xt4qdtN8ElXyySkWJoXoJn-
2BgKdxXqSDCCKHCUNj6ieke-2BrhcWm-2BAqx-2BSRRzMH-2BqI7IRK0Vu6U6w8CbL84Srgd18DQC47oTWrvJ47jMe5FQr4pBqUTAaBnG374mCIZdZ-
2BjO7bVJvy0q1MKiPJXycnGFto-2FUCZxqLfggKYCuNzjw6dbnT46H2PJnOvIIg3WzmWq>
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From: Rachel Strahorn
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:56:22 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

On a more selfish note, I thoroughly enjoy blue crab in the summer and if we don't protect the population now, the cost will continue to increase
exponentially year over year.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Rachel Strahorn
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190745642>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnJOzwpjsnw3zex224aJQ-2FTDGEYkYdQeYoLAkbZv9CVN2wBb9dsiWHPE7yPZsBZVgUZfdzb3jTXC7z-
2FASJ5UztAsd7wK8LC5y-2B928siz39rLlozN64Rg-
2FG9T6lE5CIne1BPbkDxeNVoZhFnOhsSzYjvNVelLx7eQFYZrphHHMmLrHVCmR9J9enTABR8Gc1rdbsgAZzZEv4uSsbpWq5nQr2uqGFUytvRNhiXJG-
2Bk5IwT0KG-2Bi-2FCB6Q37ceIVviLXTya>
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From: Pamela Mullins
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:58:27 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Pamela Mullins
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190745803>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnY75wvtJ3X0bU6pmPc4OhCk3WQtER-
2FQD6EdlDh5aEWZK0EflZx8wfaZSJNWFfl42WtfiEUNjPrwfVh5clQKVIegjrvFCMCAN1LWTL-2BYjn0aUz9-
2Fthpsb3EX6BvpeiYnTfugDVIUwp1qS74UPiHG5Rzf7g0mDOjTi7wAOSVBuBZTG-
2FULXA2PN9dehEFnRiKrweAFIuHooLgzOX5ZTa-2FKAP6O1-2BlQKPxg003oVL1QE-2Bf08SDItHi-2BZ-
2FhXf9t-2Bmruovb>
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From: Marilyn Clark
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:58:19 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Clark
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190745790>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnO-
2Fkukc7bUCpDRX1d4Odzb0OPsn0pjJJsczhNHIXDp05fbg9RgLqfeYNdQZDMNGI6w-2BmwbeToxu-
2FS4BUzSfdRt7JlBpOMsCi3Zg5pJh1Ji2jL6vmuFmKQa90EfpHAcKt9XIGA9Ebbv9o3RR-
2BAjv6RPJY4JaQwZ83LuE5THnXnTBH33MPbmEwrSkPkg4-2FFpC9a5HUl9mkvAa9Lm9-
2FKNYmUl9OhwZtKMqbnA5lQ6JXO8OxG0nYPY8RG8AufOJOWS2MQ>
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From: George Galeota
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 4:12:36 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
George Galeota
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190746282>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnlwFzlOru3hzm-2FFUERNau2puYeF7z-2BnPR81q-2FrBb7nqw-
2BUwr-2FFwm-2B8BdMd9laQ44fiCItk5tPuyFvmLMZrjDJIzEcR6sgligSR2Qk6-2BPt-2F6TMJbr-
2BA5EDJtaDI6if0IcqYiJm9-2Fyjahad3-2BjDK-2FoI97xTJvc645Nb-
2BLm0q4BfevEWGQc1aPLZniN0342JHK9DVUZEJeeM-2FGyIN-2B-2BuXNy0ZMS50Eugw-
2Bl9m1HRb50WQ8d8OKc4SR9ZmQs3qmDTUKn-2B>
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From: Callie Moyers
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 4:20:57 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Callie Moyers
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190746552>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn3Syl1Q2pSDvL-2FihQwT0JCcVUiKJ-2F7H4y65WVJtwuq-
2BPPzfIfxmSF-2BNnWOZD-2Bh6XPK82VPl2Mb1Who-2F3QO-
2FBR55elU9mMpzw8Nbs4SKkjP6pCm3VVYZwayPVP-2BuHfyYEQUx-2BmNON4JEeJ5bx7PEpzhT-2BR6ik-
2FNK2WgdnCKq56-2FcJH-2FlgqJuwOi-2FFh7iOdQtiYkWAZ165n-
2BeG2QqH8BIdMoHX1sMsr0AvYHOUjhIYL7dTyE8c8eHOf0OYR-2Bvq6rmYN>
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From: Lawrence Hester
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 4:28:48 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Hester
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190746793>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn-2BnsZfUD7kl6zzpJ2nV5ax7m7EVPvbuZvSqwU-2BnLdk-
2BMSaurRIeNfNVce8l432v2QI6xTMc0oCk7-2F26rawg5Jq9pzc9oDPrrSgYRlbugg9v1q0JerrW6S39bnbElm59-
2FRk-2FUKpa3Q5JnvLQrZlMYkWO8ZvGNoRfC2PgTcrPXQgpS8YEMRW7cN-2F4tUb-2F2yl854JrHKTkU-
2FHVTQxaxA8HNuaSVvTHk0wosm8P6mMw-2BLF3erkvm-2F95gvmO5isiopdvk9>
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From: T Morris
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 4:49:00 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached
a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
T Morris
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190747404>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn3HSPQdl6y4mcpLH6oTzLkQMz0etlcHu9VngVYRg5TyO94P3IjAJSL7LJifO1uNgZ5tEUtpX6sZzuqM0y25M3i1BXQydKEeUfEN27g2uYwOWiWJ0bIUT1aRDg2ZGZFVO1-
2FCyRY1TZf-2BOtU4JzmK5iY-2Fwf0QAR9zOjAJ-2BLEEA3uKihPVWpmzXdymoa0Eyidqn-2FKZ2FW5TJuZ-2Fvq6t4u3VWxpo4O7a2spskhOZ295fBsuyxPCL9zFZ8wBJQ2mn-2FwBx8>
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From: Kelly Nagy
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 5:55:27 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance
that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
Kelly Nagy
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190766145>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCyVh8sqcNmdk6IazQCKDpMGqxXKexgu6sUpnxCkikFQBPKEZ3Cp6MysG-
2BR8QrO8chMrVIb5mfkPuubIlKLBaK8oLu1rltkjIoC7iwnP4bDZf8qT2cEiQzMMSytUarBcwE7vW9YPknX33Bs-
2B7UKm2HetLLMYUv9Tc2IqCPeK0-
2FY2EYL8ON0yZmydt3HhigEX4v9hnzeelddwPA2mtfivtEYXWlCwAqeRC3FIRARsv7K40Gih3Czz66J2eUbYMO91m3>
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From: Susan Lynch
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 5:43:39 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population
has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health
of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery
of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Susan Lynch
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190766031>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCdk13trc-2Bmyi0sX0eqWJMBEe-2Fjkx-2BTG7a-
2BUDRS1vZbcND0sIeEI1KNUWE33A6x9nMRV6LRDSMHJpEx-
2FDCgaSlpWVlUUKty4zDp625VoFQIVUYTmy54TDy5RiSHO2Hxzz5GzrZB25x9o5u73tpZybgwosp8v2htC4gAPjkvXnX1YSEGY3Fy3p902jm6ttIMScogEsErytEiTq8nU0nh3A6EwJAxpkEll1xlJoCideEg-
2BUuYPa8tAL9OnisyN2GC3AE>
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From: Andrea Steegmayer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 4:54:59 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue
crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Andrea Steegmayer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190765472>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCnr7VK9yid-
2FbiPpra20fxi8jtTJJHRXymyXHkIvq-
2FcYNlEnoRAyevWVghqaOrvZpdZZK44nUTp4GfvzBfwXxaihJD8guacgDhLnWyj8H463pJ5osJayQHMlDeEEn7oOYj4Ht4QYvdIa9ScXqTteHUN3a3XZUlcekLk91WuIhBr0YrIbZWoP-
2BNtNg1MUT0DSxoiruDZLRRSRiiItDkuJaq2iQqH-2B259KcpA84EJQA3DI9sFwq-2Fddtbb0-2FER2w4oxEI>
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From: Andrea Steegmayer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 4:53:50 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Andrea Steegmayer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190765462>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCtxG3pNe-2FnY9Bh7NLNt5vE-2BPPpOzV52qrD-
2BxWplfiFXMAD4vZf9suEu7343dTsYUI5BSo8OH-
2FTfpluqBvEr8T9xHpAU98PRYaGS2oq51jk1fuDF456DN2leJcjVrKn9vPlxdzHkXbdDFKkqzr6jc5zqAGW-
2BGksPEOGZbOy6CPRkcuR3U4WZdWdVg5vEdUYAP0pc9w2FcTe4FGkEf9JuY-2BRChmY-2F9-
2BKrdWDfFaNzdeFRLCc-2FRz0-2F-2BDewQq7Wb31FU6>
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From: Elizabeth Bradbury
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 12:29:46 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue
crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Bradbury
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190761271>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCUWrvy6ZmW0PQ3s5ORhcVptKfH1qRMREERneaXDX2lW0DVUSRwOooFnDs2uExjOKbGwGTArxTc1qRKEEgbDQIG5SaKqqgMctSl4x-
2FO2JFYFFbUSSPBZw12e-2BoFub6b7rohkVLwa-2F1DtrNrHSWMcJxPK-2FsuSRv1hTgl-2F1ORYaICwKL2jSLz5ii0Z5tBt0E004-2BpdGfH-
2BaSOh9kLkAUgIpq1HlN8OHSDktV5pHBQsuFZlFJDKUl5PAT9NxxCf8hRPB4>
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From: Janet Rountree
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:19:38 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Janet Rountree
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190759780>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBcr79xhSfiaUnBtpAHiCkw-2Bk-2FeXbgwSodJ6Viun83SwUewjl-
2Fx3mxIfHTKt7EppS8nr0dP47bXRIxdktBHW4PKKPIaaRPczl8DCNBw17PhKItm3bpSg-
2FEs9BYjZfkanUOwhOg0NmG3tN07-2FYJTs2oyOU5JQ46kVKxJN90ATjwfqCV5es1F-2FXX9bq-
2Bx2c86aejfaMN1uOSSjIOtJwv-2BsO2sFnMnjMf315H-2FKBtrHpAqYSsx0ppUnMJkRyeH5mqhKTI>
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From: Travis Keon
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 11:03:44 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Travis Keon
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190759513>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB6DltYtLS81k31hNBeXwHgGxqc6l8meV0V8Ij916EfN54N-2F5tWX-
2FC-2FiyRJYPjKH8-
2BdlTytq6JazbZkAZyVECSeOJx9vmPnrwH8pEg6d00seF2vXOobm4QSWz5tb8PK59iInxCpKnE41s0MzIRT8oQQEs-
2BlegViYTn3n27neDms9s5zTkFG7WP6rRKfOBIjX7WgOyXFn4bnKGt0sz5hYh-
2B4GXJjw7MfUPm0UFIlQNHZ9TKfCi8P2lZymNogBJMasrC>
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From: Frances Lynn Jenkins
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:37:49 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Frances Lynn Jenkins
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190759002>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBjQO2Bn3zqc515cdFASEMErK-2Fvc7sgATGkMiK5BfZt-2FJ4tj0-
2FJ3ExAgczqmihwsc1o7dKwg8Hpkv-2F9H-2BjcnY8q6WP03CfIb-2BcdGf7L0f8PAEvVMe6HBc-2BL40oBT-
2BjpG5dyrx0c4pwweReVO6LhWuN2YFIB2uJfa-2FqtgWFylTCr-2FZzJ6DyGGjcRiep-2B9Zs778jw3E5d-2B-
2BKpZnvvxXhDEDMCv1MBz1-2BEdN69gDncsTb3VgRxI9V9gJIoeBVlx-2BDFerT>
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From: BEN FICKENSCHER
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 9:19:23 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
BEN FICKENSCHER
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190757185>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB-
2FkrMrpUTXcOZeYdglfTugSwt1yXrMub2seCSiZHaQvtrfq2C7k7GR57YFDmw9G67zZ6279nOt5w-
2F8NJRFbpNh5NMFXnGxPoMJAVbk-
2BUucnlze5ERdWK9C0pi9iqIiZVS0mVflT8EX1tE6QRSbtYa5leA8s62jXUum-2FU06xLsFjzapV-
2BINxNAfUl1swaG3ss-2FGbpnsFGnP1Ox8jlAApxWKHZ9KCgbH3vQIkWn-
2BPTQSdAgkwT5plLaB2nMRIIK3Uw-2B>
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From: John Bowman
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 9:15:57 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
John Bowman
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190757064>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBUD7vTY1-
2Bmn8tRcU5kP63iZ3yPDRU55oF8xDQ9d9JSUNoiO8vjy4QNOCOPctpT1Y-2BZk9-2Fq-2BBzX9FPzugG-
2FEtc2pQ8w2qn2L-2BEq7-2Fys4E3P2YiC-2B8bcroMUOR7-2Brs-2BU3fj-
2BdXsKnRhK1Q7wCYD2pKJzI5pR8jDLoyYg8GcND6lo4P52SRSbzgkeFv-
2FfTfZnc8gX6QjZazUNZmRN9m9A0gmFBVgAywDt5J2Tm1A3UP4d-2FfB-2FwwhNi3qQ-2FpJDA1jL2WB>
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From: Jacqueline Dwyer
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 9:13:35 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population
and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Dwyer
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190757025>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBR9OcyTGPt-2FSEU52LJ7IjtTOrtc7-
2FVDuOpqiRzzohafNuuhgAoEukfXGcyA2CQzJ0G-2FCc-2Bz4wkRPIS8HGzk-2FvzutrLcgnJohavkoQIxG-
2ByW6wOHQrIKkrO7IQ4OIS7YzRK1nOEPLystRyn9xdAZaGLSZZSt5aOBSA82XdP6azpg46OwHDAbFwuqBJaP0-
2B2b8cWDGIxeDh8v5-2BvuQ7G1NT0I4PZyR2ayXGTCZSEUMZB9O6e7q88XrFLvMga50EVxMd>
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From: Beth Sandbach
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 9:01:26 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While
there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Beth Sandbach
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190756721>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBgxjF1t2Ytpn3j4N40mduT4coK8b1ksigMZkDbK5n0N-2B6hNqvOJs-
2B3QQUQSr7DaAhEk3SuspA85r7XHMhciKucU8SSv5CXtpqxyvDWeur2RcTNvDK7bbQM0syb5CTxbOWGQV6rM6QxhaL1KxoZ0btYW8rZ-
2BX-2FaGTYhZEx7L8DqO5Kf7Hhgw1eWf-2FPhsrWrb-
2BSWoctGKmrXTdxfWoJU5LU8riuz1F62b9EsJkI2RJD5TrT1soSpQddBLeWNL1Ontvj>
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From: Katie Lofquist
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:39:36 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult
females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-
term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Katie Lofquist
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190756098>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-
2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBXA9paKtcuBZil01aGLHstqmeei8EmwAL8q5g12R9jLVuUzVyqeU3uWJTXQtoI8OtSXB-
2Bv5dUhqlZMqd9Y4P6mUGJ-2BgBhOLg6WuvhCohL08hHziN-
2ByeyY6nWflfykp7ZJSPkDriczqrHPDoR9SDCs88ox6QOfk9mhLT8w0L4dfA9gDeqFrpE2oBASxzeIyK3eVH12uADtbwQGW6kSGEBKcKdoueoENLbEnMSoPs4St-
2B-2BNGHzMcvWcI-2BQw5vFQTY11>
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From: Eileen Doughty
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:31:03 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify
expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Eileen Doughty
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190755846>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBUqH8O3oL8vClZqxuF0Zp-
2BqFuzNIci3OvXh7anF3d88Kb9q2AlwvnzAkRxSeOQJIClBkSpn0kVSOw8SWicx5BZ8RPBbBBNTnCQdbaY6RH0SS-
2BTXqGPiTU8ihIthqk507udMTj28zhgL1eAgYbsT6ZcMEGvDv5gN82so4y8RCYKrZ1RsVciqBA1RVBLIOmO2HDc2MsIKgIgscK10-
2FLGbIWUTYEVfOXtOn-2FgAsNRY0w1cXb3EnHWYhVSsJ28NZn-2BQUJn2w7Xwxcc44-2FmLleVPyuIQ-3D-3D>
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From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:27:09 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Heidi Ananthakrishnan
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190755058>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBJB243txy0jEk-
2BBBbF791teRlQTyYC84YC9ogvLM1HYkOa6iD3IrEHC5coO2Ekn4o8NHo-2BMG0oeiSUjUZ-
2B6n0VXYL7BJ5w09ulyv8-2F0ROS3bsB8X257ChBFYMhlOrwapNny6ImfSON-2B-
2FfFvLSaJfHdBFfxtvTVRNe5Pf1mbVxRZK1x10mqHj1uwtkijxO1V8K0wVOWEhXtNZXqXz7qnuAiq98IuJLxfa3O-
2FF428Zv18-2FTJmKU-2BDrTKUibNWKL-2Fdmwd2e60bicdip6Zaajs46Vcw-3D-3D>
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From: Stephen Montgomery
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:20:46 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. And those declines have not recovered sufficiently to allow a winter season.

Expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

VMRC should flatly reject this proposal and maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply
does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Stephen Montgomery
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190754884>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB7ayB0IPoOMfmzG4IrevMjz1g5UdQxPhHixBPurf7yLMoRIRX0WnIHVaOrnGMc0etebA-
2FPeFv5OO7u4CARDFH-2Bt0oJJH7z3pnhaZsLQLCMqn-2BSwtOCzA7xXPYq64vGmL1HN9rCcMdWGurdyDaWC9a0zZ-
2BmYqgkhb6igCZggvF5Uc-2FQXrk83rI4DBQ5Ch3HyfW04QLqljh-2Fgg0eNpHP3Ot-2BN1uHmqC6rHLQJZ0oNeaI3-
2FmvlLYBSdh-2B7cABc8zYLmC>
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From: Robert Poignant
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:12:27 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While
there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Robert Poignant
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190754729>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB7h0bhj-2B51PS8sZsEan5bg9cj6PgHbWYtqQ5USe-2F6KFZIpiJFXXYeh-
2FLQQAp5JOFOgjYw0O1bD6yGsivs-
2BX3WVVF5h4AfDLPW5Wox4yekEcLWdYHKoVMNwF1gqBF9fe7ntgKSTysoDSuy5FRIzvn0chPnaUuJNhWSfL2LdiyCv2iE4rOlKfkst2IHA-
2BWjjBwxlXnucTGs8mdgr5pwkblMoUFwgCWZRBZFf2o4Z5C-2F4QgZbGwbJTvRvKHZ2WK50k0-2B>
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From: Lloyd Schiffelbian
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 8:04:24 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may
be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest
that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Lloyd Schiffelbian
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190754567>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBQ5EaC3R-2FdVW-2F6bH1IYt8hX19RxTyYj225TND0qTHWqz9dFPwE5iOBiRsDtPBYlk-
2BogKrbJ3M5dW6GAIuhxsFe0nhvtFSsZ1rra8yiEUdUMWPBXulXnlRO8lKeI59XjPsXoSPJXlVSCgSXtmar4SIDPhzjpzg6QXJ4QcIUsiOdaRGBHu7QH-
2BkrlG06X2kKrU-2B5gD04HMhgO-2BNMBLgfb-2F7wMNp1klZPTolrP6GEH8xa5P7EWfo8icTyK9B0TqNY-2F75>
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From: Patricia Coale
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 7:42:07 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Patricia Coale
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190753856>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBbxWzIWch6NEbnPNkC6Xj58FvWzqs05cdNfP-
2FZcIZJeAl4NIAsyNM-2FYYtYya0503UwGKA3nV-
2Bd4tPHAyZhTB5XwXs19NWQbqmdbvq2lILv6g09xexkTT4yJx-
2BMxewI5hWWNSlpNvu3LSujtCAEYWtC13imF5GdcjcrnzXjgB2BqiZlhs-2BhvJAqwdZ-
2Bh7d5X0XLRL61mhgWF8sqhBymRlfC4Ah5yp0Rk48-2Bjq2bDu99YyPpMQMgyUvB7Q7sw60rqah>
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From: George Harris
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 7:27:28 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
George Harris
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190753442>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBNOsM-2BjfLAk9TIHCkSL2OyDtM2wtV7-
2FukeIW1yYi52XPBZnJU0PVIhbKqMI444GDu1SQvywyrGrGhGqhivlZHYUENnDDcTNhV8um-
2BW2hoX79cW9ZDKVLedngtzpXVaqf08CHNo2RcMM-
2B4CBbcOd3Cz94x0gLW5j9B5IgGQLuu5vOmcL7pRfuxlUlVHktQAYyGu3rZS3ehsPjM2r4s7QZ-2FSeRF0dlY8-
2B5WTRybXSceX3z-2F2Nfu83RlARlogytK3OAC>
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From: Judy Younger
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 7:23:28 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Judy Younger
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190753372>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB531yMDzbe3kyf7FYBaWIzrwqCLXYidZBTMAfl-
2BE9s7l30PDt7v0d6zprMODbgYq6AuLz1cvLlsZqKkx8lMt0z6jjchxlbyW3ipUQwZZoRCRVtScF43kT1ZOMqgUeTxmNMrCrcxJDXro6Wh7Bse6u2Dv77zvARMzYXE34XDjP7tzomYVtvbfHCbonvuBK1Q4o0PvdHLZxp0eaj2M35ywq7D-
2FBh-2Fzg8snC-2FRbBk6uGAVw41CxZr5VPk1atZ1CXTn6i>
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From: Brian Dunn
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 7:11:21 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Brian Dunn
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190753019>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBIPWpylUggsDiCtuC58n1Lw-2BzoGUnoy-
2F283FtwJsJZjL0Hm9JJAm62AhKgD24Oq43Kual-2BT-2B-2B0wikNUQCezYkAPte-
2FK7jlSXs3FqWgmYZP1xgyV-2B3hwmKkjEJ7mK4Nxc6wG-
2BivI16btXr5oIqclUu7BkOYfzA3qzvA88paLZOft-
2BJkeXHZTWq6eCrmFF4s4jZkJlM4IOVq8q2KFOu0lr3AEB0GCaut7H4-2BSD65v0JF-
2B8iQTYm0N8bOd55OZa7hm0t>
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From: Michael Germain
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:53:58 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Michael Germain
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190752446>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBIHKpdP1bL7SiHo0Auv0-2B4iqlwH-
2Fq5muzf1jv0UK4oIWijTxmq6spODopT3ImQoHTVNB5YnElrFyOAsU-2F6o-2BfxNhja-
2FIcaStf5DU9tZeVdBlvS5geTZENwiggoHC6e14vdEoRRv78zMkzdEYPByYiSL-
2FiOQiPickEaK4yRvQYZUu1Wn0y5-2B6EIHIL4dXvPGJIa39CKBw4QKiDc-
2Fv9mgjZ9RTg09u6oA6jqlAGqm5shPM6-2FN-2FBLzdSrpe1aRlosyY7>
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From: John Reeves
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:49:17 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

VMRC should reject this proposal to winter dredge crabs. Maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time,
the careful science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
John Reeves
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190752319>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBMgNjdgZmNGwbFtJXEKpeQwTO39Ja00ZNnxXSFyCTXlzUrm2vwzK3xryb2VDT-
2F80sNHoyAXf0pkTJyLRf-2FbyRJdNw4ja86zind-2BGIzkshNtqKhJtCDiohaxZDOGyrqBj0O1hENk2Nw3zr62Bg-
2B5tqAt7qBUR-2Buw59nRHuO9zmgFTY4JRE5-2FsQJqyi5tT5q8BHCTQnu2Iq-
2FbGlWeUtaLPXKHq7Y6RAyScCuqJWRE7trExqi0sRxfySQM3J8uJlUBfv>
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From: Steven Anderson
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:47:08 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may
be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest
that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Steven Anderson
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190752228>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB4LIx1GK-2FHSVHr73M2ZYlDG-2FtL5fjgQauyS-2BKD-2FgRrdxnoxNaNlr62Ys7nvEqLjEB5-
2FmVUZL1N9HzMDuB1-
2FCsOTU5zGHVOg5tZhVhxovEqfWTW6nkklKRQAkzoqu2jIN2XkW6rGDdSzhY5Jkgq5HLtLBpQA7XicOP4jGolSR1G1exAbKYTDjqTZ7G6OnE2uM-
2FmtBq37AOvUBvaBSROJz2-2F1-2FEpiyXgNNxJ-2BqsYOsKUrWCS73IgR-2B3POB56FtSQx4Z>
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From: Jessica Steptoe
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:32:25 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jessica Steptoe
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190751826>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBf7-2BsJ9dXLafTIlE65q8PZv-
2FUzkIiI22DeiUCNzXZju9XxWSFkN2GVnZLKj7COeDmSjqPO-
2F0kvNXi9woiLhJzmuHbBqt6smhULDQfagnLyMra-2B2Lo0u3r9AHRI1km1-2B1T9KKED2-
2FvjOFqMVtfc914zBYpoHP5Z-2Bb7-2BiNbNGmNg6nX33dhWuqQBIkcbgazdRbt-
2FmWFQGz5vyYYlWakXA26Zi5eTrpXFxJPdwIDumHtH1Uq61PWIOF2K4u145Z-2BnZ28>
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From: Frank Rezek
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:21:38 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Frank Rezek
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190751537>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBXxkwHcz7SJT22qyi0RF-2F3rlZHVLShyV3bx7NK-
2F2s5kQk3dnnuoKGTWwRsa-2F1xfaavSVKYSDT-2BAyECVUKSxztbn9iRShyVzUtTl-
2BDNAF8Nix8uzjwrORsOWD-2BH97oq-2FalUA4G6svsGaR6M-2FLtCUVOrbbnTM2qCQBWdv-
2FeWWCJSGzlYeOkg1pIS0OAr6pwRJAe8Mv-2FymqRmitR5sFJ-2Bu24Hq5gFjL9AA8lAAB1fQLu8AMB4JC-
2Ff4w7eKSwJmhDWhVb>
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From: Jennifer Gregory
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 6:06:50 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may
be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest
that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on
the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Gregory
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190750480>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBRTSDSDSCmekDXSIBKkYjHqfLTL-
2BQa2FtwaVvqWSwqCY9yFhKCIeYRvxprJ5uOVLQnOLeVSdSfD5pPCJHzIuHLN0GYCLVHYdccWxRAhMs3MkQkcIXMccoYuyPALh7nlhqvTV9Kr-
2F9Za6eZ9kezaNVSjHWljs8FlqbH7X50EktfaEnywxM3QiQhSnHx9gK8yehK1myhCBeF4Iqiw0myZzwTpZaJ-
2Bm6ZZoObdaUvWxHKW3lOojv0CxHxObb2XoNAoCk>
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From: Mark Zimmerman
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:54:51 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mark Zimmerman
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190750059>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltB1LKLEPJWqdmoKUQsvivUp8ZtzZ0L-
2B6x0ocBMpMjAHDg4k3wSLFLnM7YXRJUON4k9BEjMXIXSv-2ByQmy3gPl9eCPWI-
2FQ8a4j3BFzGqjJdJf8kNouvdlylU1ltt1qQhcJFroWft4H9jTMG-
2B9MhVeMAP11vK5DeXBtfjKB1lDG0xJU6DyvCfqoAICOtUR6X5zyUVx40xf4EdFVtermENGZ7Za9bqPIaWJmLUVs4tdExLiTMtNFrHk-
2FijjX4d0M65UAj0>
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From: Tomeka Watkinson
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:54:08 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding
the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Tomeka Watkinson
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190750044>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHG00hWnbQVVlxQ5tAgHltBaw2uxcpNjh1IenTYEiSV8XkUfW4LVt490egFAAPdsZ5YCYRGRTuCjF5G1JzjImeNhtyzg1-
2FiH-
2FXMs3vNaFKPGruyt9dpZiNffsPSpSNYpjgSn5QVFwDULantzznZgtqG2wdz1InxVr7AL8quE4Se5ADXoi1o4OGCFHLd9orHw8n623-
2BVkJUUc19X2yW2zpug8y4Z-2FdF7YRLb5FaDZvZMjRJORLXPRnjb0gKim33NT4OslKlDoxDFP7uOuCl0ZMA-2F>
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From: Mary Dominiak
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:47:13 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify
expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Mary Dominiak
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190749879>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnZ-2Bf3IJcZ7k-2B5WRDVjN9GOHLe9XlBUsx6qYGU0mRwmQrbZqj8-2BSrTG-
2FLJKtpgAcJZ2hjG70U0-2Bcn4AgeXDdI7Y1R2DJh-2B5sAAi-
2Fr9qQMftLZeGLcWSfvAL52xOmrsseYgr1Eru4cUOdjqAoKMQhHYCumnuE8LXNclpB393txdsqbqoD5QI8mdKd2xaO2Mxdu5sUI6-
2Fv-2Bu9B5I09t2X8Bc1-2F2ALXqmrII-2BduagWB9cDyn9JMrU6ehjbNmyBkC-2BL4xC>
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From: Ann Gordon
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:27:00 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ann Gordon
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190749343>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqn1QB4mTE2LHMtxpYqhBJSQZSsg7hQkzI2OwfpdWm3TD-
2F2Z5ScUEQ26EYOd5CCYsqPY7i5wmFpVdpFECRoTpMDmsg5tI2XYD-2FyjoOETSnGiKy86jYpbl5UGcO-
2FAUTf7X2iDYrfsZwL8uJqHMq4vcVhuZlaD5R0nKjl-2BzuKwa9d4-2FV-2F0JQYPJT0p4pEz3c6e5wbYvYZN6-
2F-2FFRu1A2DsOUOCTrgysMs92QKFb-2Bppree0s5g1QCYgLsaaqrkZm0fdgiV4>
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From: Gale Bryant
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:26:05 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement,
the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood
of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Gale Bryant
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190749308>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnbyjieM7j1VwKEVynSxWvnyPXDuf9QQ1hcjE4herOP8mzBU6632qu6wqWUvKTcEU8cnbPpSo072ktjCFo2Cg6ceZwwgHYTVTxr-
2BOrIBQms62y4OcsuNGD0rJl6CdNQbe3r3SQXSJhRJBSnsJMbKrC9eEWo9Xs8FkmhSOB-2F4Y5G06Y2SZrORBoCf8BSe5iNrMPDlX-
2FRSMSczNG1baUEWS1fO3DPQ9CtetEvpwESw2lr4aSsbwKcjLVCdDZmPZtntL6>
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From: Paula Sullivan
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 5:19:08 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Paula Sullivan
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190749042>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFHKlNTkfImMqG1FWMQQZqnJuH1HWh8-2FAHuTU7jg9V1WzxKissTYjlapm7Ka44e6QPlL-
2FpkYxzwjGQAMrH9TmTd0RYlANTwDHIQ0gn1O8Y-2B4L8dIz0aFmceNcq4itiwJzB8zY2pYesNUiHQ8-
2BL2g8ysGjM1SP3DkrjrTf2ogo7t7lMw-2Bum54xe-2BNKrjJZnKE8qUkJCXs4M-
2FDTg0yBhKqUyMt48s1cIY4N38hZ6JpKjbroTQEB7-2BajKrgJ5DiC9ZEGUljKcejLA0UtOY1rMygzPt>
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From: Marshall McCorkle
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 7:21:43 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there
may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular
commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Marshall McCorkle
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190768980>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGbcS3MDBMG12Olgkl3E9zCc7XLYbjs0Be73l2HBtW4HHJckFhSHPisZt4iK6tdZsF-
2FJyRaVSmj2f286DEe64PUqfG995rDHTL1x5AkcbFhG68GwizFtcYFDoWH68q70itZJOFTai165lzwL6kBrly1WtlFhlotKWyvXhtBNKoRqoXoww-
2FHBXankDhDR1Dno09qk1T-2BymxH9TZ8yaEIr6qZlBlieZoKCJcQGvj2mpAhoiC-2BMqlHzp6rbqDSgh2EPvYTn0NIzPzdveZSgk1tt3LU>
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From: JOHN DAVIS
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 8:41:13 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake
Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
JOHN DAVIS
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190773346>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHsFODhQ9yVzWIiwu79t9IGyw7DJfplWFWEj3fjX9aqmsPO4pvZNcrr8PVloQx2HaDU7uVE8aCioadjjheKMP-
2Fi3W0BZwNQ-2BqU-2F1Lft6de3Kvo6DVJ0D5dz4ZIwm-2B-2FTg6Dgzdy-
2BYrWZxE4WuV2gW3wDHxbxVL9II9HqhkNtpWkG4eoEoIBRouYK5AFzSrDf9-2BtdyVtUjBD9j06dP1OIVlq8vRxQTjF-
2BBKLkIeG4-2B5-2BTEGQN66a9kseVeQ5XAbY6zWHsExC32rZ1-2F-2Fd-2FgBEMaWeo>
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From: Peter Jeydel
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 9:03:09 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Peter Jeydel
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190774077>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHsFODhQ9yVzWIiwu79t9IGcdRa0R-2BfsvaYSjSXsibg1oFobpkJQOGh-2FXT2hBvUhQ2-
2B8wLSlUl2Cu6OYnYrG48rDjjNRTL3YK73dE6BCmPlOovGNGws9YdyOLV2rSUjGQq2Mc4wy-
2FfS9Gi1HV8g3PwwXdMzYlzESWeos9pi0Ny-2FtM0ALZ1MkEI-
2F2IlQgV9FNdZsCPLz7ClnEB5zK79qykn75NR2byVZLDOTlsvkR41YFcYsdcxgS43-
2FnRrZo7AyZUGkUyGSUtRzKlY7ob7sZC-2BN>
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From: Susan Morey
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 9:18:49 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue
crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of
abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Susan Morey
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190774586>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHsFODhQ9yVzWIiwu79t9IGedTvUVoYz5gLo2vIFXlU9GclIUzlH-2BmhybhrMTxye-
2F76JXB5AqcibiQBGRVcWpyfNqM54ggHaWqHDcFKwy0OlB99iOedu1uFL9zIwZ-
2BMsnQNTtubymvtlruqlasRMGk0lkIbtl0tT-
2FUrf2GHpt0NihBKNJy7Ov3FU0g61VT3weV9ihQMTrNDavd4DlgW3ZEnHUv5KPBRa5MgGOxpmOSRqm4LgFI-
2BeCAm-2Fm606HE91y1GhUm0U193ltV5NjBG4lC-2F>
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From: Denise Murden
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 9:39:10 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While
there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse
impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not
support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Denise Murden
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190777262>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHsFODhQ9yVzWIiwu79t9IGu8OsOVidI4yqNXkEPT-
2BS7yzsecZdCl6jBbEToE8gCvNDMkRDoXzdmmUbBm6ufZKEKqCRBbL-2Fcx9F9N4CvMK7BL-2F0-2FedD3rOAVIy2eBuOe9ZqDM-
2FimY1T1Wdeq12-
2FMA4coqwzFnEAWT7Q5X05p0Gd5GFgKYotPxp1DT1by9FUiYjKbUPstZdLEODq7k0GK5quLv1zPvY9uBGCYdgLvfEU1HleOVNtb67K-
2BdegWlEPwrPsL9ZryYUGEjA-2FAnIfbfdB>
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From: Jim Nagy
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 10:10:23 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jim Nagy
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190778441>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHsFODhQ9yVzWIiwu79t9IGT3WqKEFxRNwBqpO3GC7emlHJ77c3bz2MKzUfYMFVwT7LhvkyQB3DdxumH6aB0aDFdWX1ZTrdikBTKmx-
2F3JK-2B0PdmZhOJKBISFYpuuzyudb8O8z50VOYHjalO0ohRTiGz3SuyOhL6tVqAL0OH3nMEBsvST4OeR-2FEHVDenTOQpiX-
2FCs9KQkSOxn3pFsq6Mdif6Mc6B1uHEDaRrNoHednq-2FuNNdtb1pFRbn4kPCyeFqsjvPF7oPeHqPAqPGQBWKQkPD>
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From: suzanne pasquini
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 10:36:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
suzanne pasquini
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190797739>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbEhLeaOX-2B8kK924rIqxpI42FSh75dw094aJTYVLZ6len-2BFR-2BeGvLWOfgpr-
2FaynzJr667p9VbR8vVMJoBnRPz5pr0yPl0LS74xB-
2BMy2L90bcntyIYlZiK75G0jbksW1nfHb91PrhzE1KKCa4zEKwyfvO9cSIud6uZNDfsj10N3SlHjycqkW-
2F9M7oOY3y70Tk76mNp8GS89UnFYAGFbW8KG-
2BF1B2CaXRr23wcJAe5LIIa9Xm0IfDOyThnAaoEXsepUm9yO1LL5nAyLcTx4niqLf1c>
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From: john jordan
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 11:38:55 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would
justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and
its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable
species.

Sincerely,
john jordan
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190804531>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbGH-2FNRCnti0qn7VWQA8XRv-2B8wZF92fL6kOtJT9yPy-2BqiB7N4UiXQW2lE6riWO5Z3wlcddIaMcKoKvPoVnjfI7B3nYLWcwdbS-
2FsEfU1ow2wxGdVm9EC0VOMrZXU7NdYbNrjrRjZpIWyMf2gUH27hxFm9Q9x8zHLYHd7YFnh6ACrm7pcxC4DXA3gN8APCkSUqjyDtGFJ9xbodKnERs8S1HXz1atMTVbY8d0YeIqltq0bCiS4kW13gdrImFsL2Tk5WnX5ubJywPpZaQ2AMY64T5Zvm>
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From: Rebecca Piatt
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 6:06:05 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be
signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that
focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the
long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support
expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Piatt
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190841246>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-
2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGU7aWO3ZiCxTdeEY4Fw-2B-2BEOkqfz0YlqV9TZgZv7SGQL3DOo3u7Me4xkXV40xocumYlQafY0kXmwNElpWWGvT6-
2B0auhNCSjxFYu5Fo9GFtGNuyajQGUdczUL91Pa7Em-2Bub0qMdcVZ3y4NGaTD8VuxM4-2FNq9efapy-2BV1uT-2B-
2BgBUdz5ro3BekQePLuth7lGH3y87TkwFngaUz5POAAPdR0Txl7KsOv0uAyQgPMmVJuDsa7mcmP3iY32XznaLVq7g4DQctH37GLHcKqBnBwA0lMtEe>
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From: Scott Price
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 5:23:16 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Scott Price
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190838774>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbH5qnrymyZJSl6hkkTuXldeSyRjOE-
2Byjz1Ykmb7T4ZrZFm4EH1RVvc0HlGtWQTkHuz8CU8zZthk-2FPWlVEvyAvFyyVYVOfpjqltYN-2Fw6oLg1-
2FJgzC9EBpolKY8SGDLDNoz4d68gCI0wTIRJnqbqm-2Ft0V7RJYzcni2c-2F8y8K5EMtg35ZEiD9o-
2BhAVKjDm6E3kepktgbeYAgAGLwodGOVHWhf1ry0TQVW9EmHzCfm1LvvWpHefn2YZbp9B4EU6rzMh-
2FKHZ7zH1msFMmq4vFkreSW6o>
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From: Ronald Moore
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 5:16:52 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of
improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult
females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term
livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding
harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Ronald Moore
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190838446>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-
2BoV1-2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbH5qnrymyZJSl6hkkTuXldevT8FCTPrXPkcf9M69mDWY3H4SGF9VJkyT6Dnfh2o4msiLkjWuphU9VsvBgVO842cKqzP5Qko8OIEuHVfjbDZPm1rqQa-
2BDXlIFO6VPkQLuKH-2ByuG2ZB9W3wa4RaLElKDH-2Br-2FLS0q2J5wHRJJ2-2FKpi-2BSO-
2FUfQJZMLMo4LYtx0ajQSmuwV6EbGGtzivFS2cMWxsHDrt2JfVPVPqpJKIj8rI8d34FTvjF0-2F-2FzbGeeegcc93pmM6O40AyCwwYheuGvCIz>
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From: Jim Lindsay
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 4:52:19 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population
has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the
health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the
recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Jim Lindsay
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190836059>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbH5qnrymyZJSl6hkkTuXldeunteXRRizOCNKN9mZGNDolCTo3FCM8HCzWXRdq-
2Fbt1ov4-2F3oSDl190KLmZ5hcVz0rJHIoZg5uYLFRsY9VHBd-2FxustTXIwIvTe7HtM9-2FzZ-
2FjOiXSz4g2xKrYdnD4f1ay2czfTqjLFHU4jGp4O9c1XWWJFymuAgsCgfagKgjCqMND40xIscKhvOgx7Fw3IDAkbedaGeirITjjpwA8oWBmP2YcD10S56Fn0ChghLWdm2CosyFd52YIFSHeo4blahvlL>
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From: George Gabriel
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 3:53:24 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
George Gabriel
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190832252>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbH5qnrymyZJSl6hkkTuXldeECEwRoUyVCfasZlIB3UDmunEys5x2jOsd4P4AJg-
2BQDb2cUux2BABd-2FHjQRN-2B-2Fk6sta1m0tBScuId0XMZakCuBt-
2FrhfvzmL9BSIS4h4YmF5uWNbzuBIMW7zZb49aKMMR1OGzJf-2BlNBtZIuDSm-2F-
2Bc6tmOnFiUEpUnOO8ZvBwwPif2bBsPt8oXc7iPey4pfdpNsoM2calnQz-2F-
2FNlYYFtzpHUg8AFfjun3Sd3Um07Yj36PGVjNwhyWvdAGak-2Bhyf8zXf>
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From: Nora White
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 1:23:01 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Nora White
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190810238>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbFrMJjGxeucIEpFW5srfRHA1tIVJ7gDKpxLPjVbeRo-2B8op1Am0TaTOSThXuMP2Mg-2BY-
2FnEDNJNtGnUwe4s5dSinJmJGjORiXL0-2FTe-2Ft3ZV4w2SbCb-
2Bn5vjky8qgmdH0ZEHaECX80hggUEP6Zpmq8ddb-
2FvZ1lMqyhlImoNiEXlGOR87RSUBi2ojPjjoodJmrRbJS1ZwvCDbbQ-2BEd0-2F-2BPozmDGmzafZ06-
2B4Ej7AU0mlZMgEPys3h4Tmqn7qNc2YJvDNfXNplaTPwA8NpncY19doYB8>
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From: Peter Schultz
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 8:37:51 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Peter Schultz
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190848223>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGU7aWO3ZiCxTdeEY4Fw-2B-2BEYFkrzaN-
2FWMkBvkNX35cKCmAw5uhu16aG6yCvALmeQGkg7A62mJBX7BJl2uYRLzNPmSSq9425dgP0h-2B3pT9R4-
2BlNZpxdRkxXuKSTIkd-2BPMVvOTaTbvHIu-2Fl2REIbS4elRqEFCSQUYKefybxxjeKZLAUhvlebJJMPeIYlU-
2FAXJkeXXAlbXjac9oYXa4Yk67rMWHVB6ueZQvKTu2-2F30xJ138qIZ-
2BGZnQBROF8x3V9oIPWTZDuudRKcdUunJ1Vb2mNi1>
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From: Russ Hopler
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2024 9:44:07 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Russ Hopler
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190850880>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbG5AsVI6xERG9a6-
2F9h716vV6JdUTz6ZsPSwuLa5SmRy0aCeY2ujrbq2K67A5xuyc8RF2oCJqSXgbPQRBchUANp7RC1Mz-
2B2HLSpj9lPRtWP3TCSR4lp09RomjnLoHBv4JfhlxR-
2BXhJsDQ1jLsPhDTeaoRf4bbKYVplAqbJzlm7x8e2Jn5WPvKiKqc04DsV-2B13vgfPTlU-
2BNtLQ5vMuChexNZzde7sAh4j8JEPSAnVJ70WCxJBpiQjUEYoBhna4h-2Bgd1rIvG74RrAL3GQ0FNWCulvQ>
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From: Renee Bemish
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:56:02 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet
reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of
Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Renee Bemish
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190860275>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbGhl6R2tYXKHxIJaOT7S8Wx85yKuFd6Y0o4zdRuMNzze8rANaCVyKi6ADAWN7-2FiJ77dEeXYVl4D-
2F4Gi3Mp48JrpdtTWo9TkaoX-2BwwI-2Bv7ReYINpi9eJb-
2BMLkzim7WeY3oUcBYIyfayOvGHIigRkqZOHeNUO0Kay0l1cQvxbaaf83RSsiPTKkwXnnCEEYXuPCTguz5WlTILTvMgD44eCjJxkpCRZbhOuOHB9AJos6DP0qtrosbSpjpo0s5QwRtIFpEHryU9rnIt9vbtQtKpLYHLx>
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From: Cathie Donahue
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 8:36:55 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab
population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen
and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Cathie Donahue
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190864446>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGhl6R2tYXKHxIJaOT7S8Wx0ooXmgLorJdE6tLE9riuXuI4yK7aEUfYmiIG8RAldGc4LLMvM8tPUMKb2DvyDBrsRyz2uHPyScoRabVyIahb5mt1aFW5mY0oystGb3Y0J1Gw3-
2BFhxnO070IwNjT-
2BbeHXzoR6bxeVGDYRxgGB0eB0WHNpvyyroXbVTnmh6hIPkGRUjW3aAaC5DrDAsHGuvGQDdp9tWzHVtWh6EAyqCepbY2jvTqzMgl1Jd33bk3sytym2jtcpHTRObASnLLFsgUWC>
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From: Glenn Corey
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 1:35:36 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and
could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake
Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

Sincerely,
Glenn Corey
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190878835>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbEE-2FI9sZrfE-
2FN2Xpe3cWAM0ulSi3H9Vcr9rmiVjbvcLPFzRUyfrmCP8kh1jR9xylEr3fuxzFnFYPuM0Pb5rBbrPUPfGFtoN440TA8AbAcu-
2BSkjyumaBlLMZU7TvA44qhkjE30-2FsOAHClPOiuQeeL0K2zCW4Y495K-2BGmpfroHKcbSRM-2BNHgaX-
2BLk3aPoGiiH1PDhvJph3CG-2BGtZmrZHX7PtTvZX4sXY8cbcGPIbbetG5hWYD80D7NMOT-2F27QtuzIoF-
2BWMgBPS-2F6WSeZgkDa8XO3m>
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From: Lisa Billow
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 7:28:54 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in
blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a
level of abundance that would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab
population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical
ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the
science simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most
economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Lisa Billow
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190904343>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbGL9YjfU2Sacs02-2Bt0Os425mzlywGz4Xhv5mm4VI3azmLIDtQDfV1DiuSMOTRJ-2BMBhEtVO-
2Fg5G6JNP1yq5OK4ats8rryEsyPq90ulIVxXyIKF8J8Z40KT1So2pCuZTE5RH9oOuzv8Ek-2F-
2FbLnf37xOoO51qm9mGVyeaJYf-
2F7kjiOY0PMxHKWRsfgZqsiRvQjBgFaVFomIRYwVLHl9BaKBj3sp1pMgC5AFmMmprVN-2BOqzd-
2B8tvogU5m4Ndel4iYzfRXUruiJOpXcIEsqPDZB5BUte>
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From: Louis Parham
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 10:30:51 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab populations.
While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify
expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could have
adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science simply does
not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely,
Louis Parham
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190723318>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-
2BpmWBDfbHuSgZ2EBc2amee7svB927wwkj8r6onvlgqgtuWrEkoBd0erQSWIIdT9CfMtaZzgKXqeBd4Evestob7qrPKE4gkgZfvr4P8js-
2FcU-2BrvSNq91WrFV-
2FVGISYp0d8WrWcuUL9VSTIbMepzHYdUWFDqDRHgxli2NwAfEwXo7pQBAb9gb8Hz6ILbwcPNNrmFFeqTUzFjNORf-
2B4gJ25zdYMqG1sunRtnLuyB2MLHxWKLa-2B9wsNURGn84SxTqhhFD4KDD5ao33KR7bzHoECHWpqP4rAAAw>
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From: John Watters
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Save Our Crabs!
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 1:46:20 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to significant declines in blue crab
populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that
would justify expanding the particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females.

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring the blue crab population and could
have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and
its tributaries.

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management program. At this time, the science
simply does not support expanding harvesting without compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically
valuable species.

We must use real science to save our crabs and menhaden. Both are in serious decline and to expand their harvest is to exploit a
valuable resource.

Sincerely,
John Watters
 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/733224/190738421>  <https://u1993878.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/open?
upn=u001.XduGWrmQ3gk5p1-2B2vvXc9Hxca-2F-2BoV1-
2BpW6KQaK4oWNMJIIzvyrcU54OISDR04wJWWV4V1QW1u69psriPbz1XjXb6tijGB2JX8M-2BpmWBDfbE-
2BaAzDXIdg8OZc9KTa0-2FlYjUVQel5ypDStkXgkJd-2F2DStpHRsmgI5gBhQegkV1t6JgDyRkKsKG786-
2BbfJkJ5j0i89t09MmeBRcMoaA-2BPZbxjJNyAiqWMcqXje4KCnV-2FOqrAubc1-2Fu2SWm8fGbxEb3q5IcoKhG0H-
2FqWdkpDEj-
2FUDyHtejAZhgYUOXhPRS0krs0qFOD2UB22pdCRpp1q8bK0iC0Q6xdf8rupMXW9UHgPaW5r3ClPoel8qnUdYLttcdBbQdm-
2BXLgROb8KPMYwOC2W>
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From: Susan Stadsklev
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 1:28:53 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Susan Stadsklev
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From: Ed Lenney
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:48:54 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Ed Lenney
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From: Geoffrey Gregory
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Friday, June 14, 2024 12:00:42 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Geoffrey Gregory
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From: Kathryn Sukites
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 9:27:24 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Kathryn Sukites
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From: Julie Buxton
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Saturday, June 15, 2024 5:22:37 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Julie Buxton
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From: KATHLEEN ALTEMUS
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2024 8:57:36 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
KATHLEEN ALTEMUS
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From: Jennifer Keys
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Wednesday, June 12, 2024 4:14:05 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Jennifer Keys
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From: Ed Lenney
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:48:54 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Ed Lenney
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From: Christina Ohlrogge
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 8:01:59 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Christina Ohlrogge
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From: Stephen Maxwell
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2024 2:34:06 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Stephen Maxwell
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From: Beth Harvey
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 9:55:51 AM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Beth Harvey
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1

Geer, Pat (MRC)

From: Smott, Somers (MRC)
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2024 9:39 AM
To: Madsen, Shanna (MRC); Geer, Pat (MRC)
Subject: FW: Commission Comments

Please see below. 
 
Somers Smott 
Office: 757-247-2004 
Cell: 757-268-2705 

 

From: Brent Hunsinger <brent.hunsinger@riverfriends.org>  
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2024 9:13 AM 
To: fisheries (MRC) <fisheries@mrc.virginia.gov> 
Subject: Commission Comments 
 
Dear Commissioner Green. 
 
On behalf of Friends of the Rappahannock I would like to indicate our SUPPORT for the proposal to amend Chapter 
4VAC20-1140-10 et seq., “Prohibition of Crab Dredging in Virginia Waters” to close the December 1, 2024, through 
March 31, 2025, winter commercial crab dredge fishing season, in accordance with the provisions of Section 28.2-707 of 
the Code of Virginia. 
 
We believe that the results of the recent survey indicate a need to continue to conserve female crabs, as increased 
exploitation can jeopardize the current and future biological health of this resource. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Brent Hunsinger 
 
--  
Brent Hunsinger 
Advocacy and Coastal Programs Director 
Friends of the Rappahannock 
email:   brent.hunsinger@riverfriends.org 
web:     www.riverfriends.org 
phone: (540) 373-3448 x117 or 804-443-3448 
 
******************************************* 
Are you a FRIEND of the Rappahannock? We are a membership driven organization. Join today and help us be the daily 
voice and active force for the River and its tributaries 
 

To help protect your privacy, 
Micro so ft Office prevented  
auto matic downlo ad o f this  
picture from the Internet.

 

To help protect your privacy, 
Micro so ft Office prevented  
auto matic downlo ad o f this  
picture from the Internet.
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From: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
To: Madsen, Shanna (MRC)
Subject: FW: Winter dredge for Crabs
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 3:20:03 PM

 

From: Denise Mosca <imdmosca@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 3:19:39 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC) <jennifer.farmer@mrc.virginia.gov>
Subject: Winter dredge for Crabs

Dear Commissioner Green:

Thank you for the consideration of my comments towards opening the winter dredge for crabs. This method of harvest picks up more females, and the
numbers of overall crabs are still in decline despite a small upturn. Instead of opening up the harvest now, it would be logical to at least wait to decide
once the results of the ongoing stock assessment expected in 2025-6 are known. This would allow managers to see if the upturn is part of a trend or
simply normal fluctuation in numbers of the species. Without more information regarding the abundance of these creatures, given their previous
decline, harvesting targeting females especially could lead to improper stewardship and to allow their overall numbers to fall even more. Additional
decline would severely hurt the watermen seeking relief through this action. 
Thank you,
Denise Mosca
6977 Ark Rd, Gloucester, VA 23061
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From: Lauren Clark
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Opposition to Opening Winter Dredge Fishery for 2024-2025 Season
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 5:00:00 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

I hope this message finds you well. I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Crab
Management Advisory Committee's recommendation to open a winter dredge fishery in
Virginia for the 2024-2025 season. While I understand the request from a group of watermen,
I believe it is imperative to consider the broader implications for the blue crab population and
the long-term sustainability of our fisheries.

As you are aware, in 2008, Maryland and Virginia initiated a collaborative effort to manage
blue crabs more holistically in the Chesapeake Bay. A significant measure in this initiative
was the closure of the winter dredge fishery, primarily to protect the female crab population,
which is essential for maintaining a healthy and sustainable crab stock. The winter dredge
fishery is known to disproportionately harvest female crabs, which is particularly concerning
given the latest survey indicating a decline of 19 million adult female crabs.

I urge the VMRC to consider the following points before making any decisions:

1. Decline in Female Crab Population: The most recent survey results show a significant
decrease in the adult female segment of the blue crab population. Opening the winter dredge
fishery now would exacerbate this decline, potentially jeopardizing the recovery and
sustainability of the species.

2. Pending Blue Crab Stock Assessment: A comprehensive blue crab stock assessment is
currently underway, with results expected in late 2025 or early 2026. This assessment will
provide critical insights into the impacts of various factors such as catfish, predators, habitat
conditions, and climate on blue crab populations. Making drastic management changes before
this assessment is complete would be premature and could undermine our understanding and
future management strategies.

3. Cooperative Management Efforts: Reinstating the winter dredge fishery at this juncture
would undermine the cooperative management efforts that have been in place since 2008.
These efforts have been fundamental in fostering a collaborative approach to blue crab
management between Maryland and Virginia, which is essential for the long-term health of the
Bay's crab population.

I respectfully request that the VMRC defer any decision to reopen the winter dredge fishery
until the blue crab stock assessment is completed, and we have a clearer understanding of the
population dynamics and the impacts of various stressors. This will ensure that any
management decisions made are based on the best available science and are in the best interest
of the blue crab population and the watermen who depend on this resource.

Thank you for considering my comments. I trust that the VMRC will continue to prioritize
sustainable and scientifically informed management practices for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
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Sincerely,
Lauren 
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From: Janet Bryant
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Please reject the proposed reopening of the winter dredge fishery for blue crabs!
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 7:24:38 PM

Dear Commissioner Green,

The decision to suspend the winter dredge fishery in 2008 was a crucial step in response to
significant declines in blue crab populations. While there may be signs of improvement, the
blue crab population has not yet reached a level of abundance that would justify expanding the
particular commercial harvest that focuses on adult females. 

Significantly expanding harvest at this point risks undermining the progress made in restoring
the blue crab population and could have adverse impacts on the long-term livelihood of
watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 

I urge VMRC to reject this proposal and to maintain the current cooperative management
program. At this time, the science simply does not support expanding harvesting without
compromising the recovery of one of Virginia’s most economically valuable species.

Sincerely, 
Janet Bryant
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From: Catherine Lukaszewicz
To: Farmer, Jennifer (MRC)
Subject: Protect Blue Crabs - Do NOT open the winter dredge fishery
Date: Monday, June 10, 2024 3:14:51 PM

Commissioner Green -

I urge the VMRC to protect blue crabs by maintaining current commercial crabbing
regulations and reject the proposal to open a winter dredge fishery.  Blue crab populations
surveys are not complete & there is not enough data to support opening the winter dredge
fishery despite signs of improvement.  This important resource must be protected for the
future to ensure long-term livelihood of watermen and the health of critical ecosystems in the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.  

Thank you,

Catherine Lukaszewicz
5113 Chelsea Brook Ln, Glen Allen, VA 23060
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Commenter: Andy Cortez 

I Support VMRC Staff Recommendation to Renew the Crab Dredge Closure
 
According to the results of the 2023-2024 Chesapeake Bay Winter Dredge Survey, adult male and female blue crab
abundance decreased, and the female population remains below the target threshold.  Juvenile crab abundance is nearly
1/2 of what it should be.  In spite of this, harvest by weight, dockside value and the number of crabbers all increased in
2023.  There is no need to re-open winter crab dredging too soon.

Now is the time to continue conservation measures to protect winter female crabs, many of which have yet to spawn.  It's
short-sighted to borrow from the future to benefit the wallets of a few.
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June 9, 2024 
  
Mr. Jamie Green 
Commissioner 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
380 Fenwick Road, Building 96 
Fort Monroe, VA 23651   
 
RE:  Comments on Commercial Crabbing Regulations  
 
Submitted via email only to: jennifer.farmer@mrc.virginia.gov 
 
Dear Commissioner: 
 
On behalf of Virginia’s saltwater anglers, I want to provide some brief comments on the 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission’s (VMRC) possible amendments to Virginia’s 
commercial crabbing regulations. As we understand it, the advisory committee has 
recommended that the winter dredge season be reopened.  While we are primarily an 
organization of recreational fishermen, crabs are an important forage in the bay and 
declines in their numbers could negatively impact both commercial and recreational 
fishing in the bay.  
 
As you know there are already significant concerns about menhaden forage availability 
and it would seem harmful to also put crabs in jeopardy.  Of course, catfish predation of 
both species is an ongoing challenge. 
      
Given the results of recent surveys, reopening winter dredging seems unwise and does not 
promote conservation of this important resource. The estimate of 19 million fewer adult 
females and a relatively low number of males underscores the need to protect these segments 
of the population. Continued below-average recruitment is also of concern.  
The upcoming blue crab stock assessment will be important when considering future 
management actions. The blue crab remains one of the most economically important 
fisheries to the Chesapeake Bay region. With numerous threats to the blue crab 
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population from climate change, predation, and loss of grass habitat, we need a better 
understanding of the status of this species.  We therefore oppose the recommendation of 
the Crab Management Advisory Committee to reopen the winter dredge fishery for the 
upcoming season.  
 
The bay faces many challenges to return to its previous glory.  Let’s not add another by 
putting our crabs at risk of over harvesting.  Thank you for considering the input of 
recreational anglers.     
 
 Sincerely,  
 
Steve Atkinson 
 
Steve Atkinson, Chairman of the Board 
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NOTICE 
 
The Virginia Marine Resources Commission invites public comment on proposed amendments to 
regulations, as shown below. By June 6, 2024, the proposed draft regulations may be viewed on 
the VMRC web calendar at https://mrc.virginia.gov/calendar.shtm.   
 
In accordance with Section 28.2-209 of the Code of Virginia, a public hearing on the proposed 
amendments to these regulations will be held on Tuesday, June 25, 2024, at the Virginia Marine 
Resources Commission, 380 Fenwick Road, Bldg. 96, Fort Monroe, Virginia.  
 
Written public comments on the Fisheries Management Division proposals or on fisheries items 
not on the agenda must be provided by 12:00 p.m., Thursday, June 20, 2024, to Patrick Geer, 
VMRC Fisheries Management Division, 380 Fenwick Road, Bldg. 96, Fort Monroe, Virginia 
23651, or sent by email to fisheries@mrc.virginia.gov with the subject heading “Commission 
Comments”.  
 
The Commission may review Fisheries Management Division items as early as 9:30 a.m.  
 
 
I. Chapter 4VAC20-270-10 et seq., “Pertaining to Blue Crab Fishery” 
 
The Commission proposes to amend Chapter 4VAC20-270-10 et seq., “Pertaining to Blue Crab 
Fishery,” to establish management measures, including season and bushel limits, for the 2024-
2025 commercial crab fisheries and to amend the daily time limits for commercial harvest. 
 
The purpose of these amendments is to conserve the blue crab resource and to increase time-of-
day flexibility for commercial crabbers . 
 
II. Chapter 4VAC20-1140-10 et seq., “Prohibition of Crab Dredging in Virginia Waters” 
 
The Commission proposes to amend Chapter 4VAC20-1140-10 et seq., “Prohibition of Crab 
Dredging in Virginia Waters” to close the December 1, 2024, through March 31, 2025, winter 
commercial crab dredge fishing season, in accordance with the provisions of Section 28.2-707 of 
the Code of Virginia.  
 
The purpose of this closure is to conserve the blue crab resource. 
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III. Chapter 4VAC20-140-10 et seq., “Pertaining to the Identification and Location of Crab 
Pots, Peeler Pots, Eel Pots, and Fish Pots” 
 
The Commission proposes to amend Chapter 4VAC20-140-10 et seq., “Pertaining to the 
Identification and Location of Crab Pots, Peeler Pots, Eel Pots, and Fish Pots” to clarify the height 
required for identifying information on crab and eel pot buoys as described in Section 28.2-712 of 
the Code of Virginia. 
 
The purpose of these amendments is to clarify existing language in accordance with Section 28.2-
712 of the Code of Virginia. 
  

 VMRC DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; 
THEREFORE, IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS 
BECAUSE OF A DISABILITY, PLEASE ADVISE MICHELE GUILFORD (757-247-2206) 
NO LATER THAN FIVE WORK DAYS PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE AND 
IDENTIFY YOUR NEEDS.  
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PREAMBLE 

 
This chapter establishes requirements to maintain identification numbers and letters on crab pots, peeler 
pots and fish pots and specifies the gear-specific location, for the identification. 
 
This chapter is promulgated pursuant to authority contained in §§28.2-201 and 28.2-712 of the Code of 

Virginia.  This chapter amends and re-adopts, as amended, previous Chapter 4 VAC 20-140-10 et seq., 

which was adopted on September 27, 2011 December 8, 2015 and was effective on October 1, 2011 

January 1, 2016.  The effective date of this chapter is January 1, 2016 July 5, 2024. 

4 VAC 20-140-10.  PURPOSE. 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the lawful methods an individual shall use to identify his 
licensed crab pots, peeler pots, fish pots, or eel pots. 
 
4 VAC 20-140-15.  IDENTIFICATION OF EEL POTS. 
 
Any person owning or using an eel pot, for which a commercial license is prescribed by law, shall display 

his Marine Resources Commission identification number, preceded by the letter “E,” on each floating 

buoy or stake attached to each such eel pot, in a legible and visible manner and in figures of not less than 

one inch in height. 

 
4 VAC 20-140-20.  IDENTIFICATION OF FISH POTS. 
 
Any person owning or using a fish pot, for which a commercial license is prescribed by law, shall display 
and maintain his current identification number, assigned by the Marine Resources Commission, 
preceded by the letter “F” on each floating buoy or stake attached to each such fish pot, in a legible and 
visible manner. 
 
4 VAC 20-140-25.  IDENTIFICATION OF CRAB POTS AND PEELER POTS. 
 

A. Any person placing, setting, or fishing crab pots in Virginia waters, for which a commercial 
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license is prescribed by law, shall display his Marine Resources Commission identification 

number, preceded by the letter “C,” on each floating buoy or stake attached to each such crab 

pot, in a legible and visible manner and in figures of not less than one inch in height. 

 

B. Any person placing, setting, or fishing peeler pots in Virginia waters, for which a commercial 

license is prescribed by law, shall display his Marine Resources Commission identification 

number, preceded by the letter “P,” on each floating buoy or stake attached to each such peeler 

pot, in a legible and visible manner and in figures of not less than one inch in height. 

 
C. Except as provided in subsection D of this section, it shall be unlawful for any person to place 

numbers or letters on any crab pot or peeler pot buoy or stake that is in addition to the 
identification requirement described in subsection A or B of this section. 
 

D. Any person who is legally licensed to crab pot or peeler pot in North Carolina or Maryland waters 
may also display identification required by those jurisdictions on the buoys or stakes attached to 
those crab pots or peeler pots while that person is placing, setting, or fishing those crab pots or 
peeler pots in Virginia waters. 
 

E. Any identification shall be legally assigned or registered to that person, as described in subsection 
D of this section. 
 

4 VAC 20-140-30.  PENALTY. 
 
As set forth in § 28.2-903 of the Code of Virginia, any person violating any provision of this chapter 
shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanor, and a second or subsequent violation of any provision of this 
chapter committed by the same person within 12 months of a prior violation is a Class 1 misdemeanor. 
 
         * * * * * * * * * * 

 
This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate copy of the chapter passed by the Marine 
Resources Commission, pursuant to authority vested in the Commission by § 28.2-201 of the Code of 
Virginia, duly advertised according to statute, and recorded in the Marine Resources Commission's 
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minute book, at meeting held in Hampton, Virginia, on June 25, 2024. 
 

                                     COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
                                     MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 

 
 

                          BY: ______________________________ 
                                               Jamie L. Green 
     Commissioner 

 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____ 2024. 

 
___________________________________ 

      Notary Public   
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PREAMBLE 

 
This chapter establishes daily individual, vessel and harvest and possession limits, time limits, season 

limits, peeler pot limits, and peeler and softshell crab minimum size limits for the commercial blue crab 

fishery in Virginia and the daily recreational blue crab harvest and possession limit.  This chapter is 

promulgated pursuant to authority contained in §§ 28.2-101, 28.2-201 and 28.2-700 et seq. of the Code of 

Virginia. This chapter repeals any other chapters that pertain to crab pot bushel limits. This chapter amends 

and re-adopts, as amended, previous Chapter 4VAC 20-270-10 et seq., which was promulgated June 27 

September 26, 2023, and made effective on July 5 October 1, 2023.  The effective date of this chapter, as 

amended, is October 1, 2023 July 5, 2024.  

 
4 VAC 20-270-10. Purpose.  

 
The purpose of this chapter is to allow for the conservation and rebuilding of the crab resource and to 

improve the enforceability of other laws pertaining to crabbing.  
 
4 VAC 20-270-15. Definitions. 
 
 The following word or term when used in this chapter shall have the following meaning unless the 
context indicates otherwise: 
 

“Crab” as described in this chapter refers solely to the crustacean Callinectes sapidus. 

4 VAC 20-270-20. Sunday prohibition and limited exception for possession of male hard crabs.  
 
It shall be unlawful to take or catch harvest crabs for commercial purposes on Sunday. This section 

shall not apply to baiting and setting any hard crab pot or peeler pot, the harvest of peeler crabs by crab 

traps or peeler pots, or to the working of floats, pens, or onshore facilities for soft crab shedding operations. 

Any person licensed to harvest peeler crabs by peeler pot may harvest one bushel of male crabs from his 

peeler pots on Sunday strictly for the purpose of baiting his peeler pots, and such crabs may not be sold.  
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4 VAC 20-270-25. Lawful commercial harvest gears. 
 

It shall be unlawful to possess or sell crabs harvested for commercial purposes by any means other 
than by hard crab pot, peeler pot, dip net, ordinary or patent trotline, crab dredge, crab scrape, or crab trap 
or pound. 
 
4 VAC 20-270-30. Daily time limits for commercial harvest.  
 

A. It shall be unlawful for any person licensed to catch and sell crabs taken by hard crab pot or peeler 

pot to take and harvest crabs from any hard crab pot or peeler pot, or to retrieve, bait, or set any hard crab 

pot or peeler pot, except during the lawful daily time periods described in subsections A, B, C, and D of 

this section. The lawful daily time periods for the commercial harvesting of crabs by hard crab pot or 

peeler pot shall be from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. during the lawful seasons, as described in Chapter 4 VAC 20-

270-40 A, except as described in subsections B, C, and D of this section. The lawful daily time periods 

for the commercial harvesting of crabs by hard crab pot or peeler pot shall be from 5 a.m. to 1 p.m. during 

the months of May, June, July, and August, as described in Chapter 4 VAC 20-270-40 A, except as 

specified in subsections B, C, and D of this section. Hard crab pots or peeler pots already on board a boat 

at the end of the lawful daily time period, as defined in subsections A, B, and C of this section, may be set 

immediately following the end of lawful daily time period to one hour after the lawful daily time period 

ends except between 3 a.m. to 3 p.m. during the lawful season, as described in 4VAC20-270-40 A.  

B. Any licensed hard crab pot or peeler pot fisherman who provides an opinion and supporting 

documentation from an attending physician to the commissioner of an existing medical condition that 

prevents him from adhering to the daily time limit established in subsection A of this section may be 

permitted by the commissioner or his designee to take and harvest crabs from his hard crab pot or peeler 

pot, or to retrieve, bait, or set his hard crab pot or peeler pot during an alternate eight-hour daily time limit. 
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That alternative eight-hour daily time limit will be prescribed by the commissioner or his designee in 

accordance with the medical condition that forms a basis for the exception to the daily time limit as 

described in subsection A of this section.  

Nothing in this regulation shall prohibit any licensed hard crab pot or peeler pot fisherman, who has 

been granted an exception to the eight-hour work schedule, on a medical basis, from using another licensed 

hard crab pot or peeler pot fisherman as a mate; provided, however, during the designated alternate work 

hours, only the hard crab pots or peeler pots of the fisherman receiving the exception shall be fished. 

Further, it shall be unlawful for the licensed crab fisherman, who has been granted an exception, or his 

mate, who is a licensed hard crab pot or peeler pot fisherman, to fish, set, retrieve, or bait, during the 

alternate work hours, any hard crab pot or peeler pot that is not owned and licensed by the fisherman 

granted the exception.  

C. Any licensed hard crab pot or peeler pot fisherman who requests and obtains an alternate eight-

hour daily time limit permit shall be authorized to take and harvest crabs from his hard crab pot or peeler 

pot or to retrieve, bait, or set his hard crab pot or peeler pot one hour earlier than described in subsection 

A of this section, only for the months of June, July, August, and September. During the months of March, 

April, May, October, and November, the lawful daily time period described in subsection A of this section 

applies to any hard crab pot or peeler pot licensee. The alternate lawful daily time periods for the 

commercial harvesting of crabs by hard crab pot or peeler pot shall be from 4 a.m. to 12 noon from June 

1 through August 31 and from 5 a.m. to 1 p.m. from September 1 through September 30.   Licensed hard 

crab pot or peeler pot fishermen must apply for this permit on an annual basis and shall adhere to the 

alternate daily time limit from the day the permit is issued through September 30, as well as subdivisions 

1, 2, and 3 of this subsection.          
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1. It shall be unlawful for two or more licensed hard crab pot or peeler pot fishermen, or their 

agents, to crab aboard the same vessel if their authorized eight-hour daily time limits are not 

identical. 

2. Requests for an alternate eight-hour time limit permit shall be submitted to the Marine Resources 

Commission annually and prior to May 15.  Requests submitted on or after May 15 will not be 

considered. 

3. Once any legal hard crab pot or peeler pot licensee obtains an alternate eight-hour daily time 

limit permit, that permittee shall be legally bound by the alternate eight-hour daily time limit as 

described in this subsection. 

 
D. B. The lawful daily time periods for the commercial harvest of crabs by hard crab pot or peeler pot 

may be rescinded by the Commissioner of Marine Resources when the commissioner determines that a 

pending weather event is sufficient cause for the removal of hard crab pots from the tidal waters of the 

Commonwealth.  

 
4 VAC 20-270-40. Season limits.  
 

A. In 2023 2024, the lawful season for the commercial harvest of crabs by hard crab pot shall be March 

17 through December 16. In 2024 2025, the lawful season for the commercial harvest of crabs by hard 

crab pot shall be March 17 through November 30. For all other lawful commercial gear used to harvest 

crabs, as described in 4 VAC 20-1040, the lawful seasons for the harvest of crabs shall be April 15 through 

October 15.  

 
B.  It shall be unlawful for any person to harvest crabs or to possess crabs on board a vessel, except 

during the lawful season, as described in subsection A of this section. 
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C.  It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to place, set, fish or leave any hard crab pot in any 

tidal waters of Virginia from December 17, 2023 2024, through March 16, 2024 2025.  It shall be unlawful 

for any person to knowingly place, set, fish, or leave any lawful commercial gear used to harvest crabs, 

except any hard crab pot or any gear as described in 4 VAC 20-460-25, in any tidal waters of Virginia 

from October 16, 2023 2024, through April 14, 2024 2025. 

 
D. It shall be unlawful for any person to place, set, or fish any number of fish pots in excess of 10% 

of the amount allowed by the gear license limit, up to a maximum of 30 fish pots per vessel, when any 
person on that vessel has set any crab pots. 
 

1. This subsection shall not apply to fish pots set in those Virginia waters located upriver of the 
following boundary lines: 
 

a. In the James River the boundary shall be a line connecting Hog Point and the 
downstream point at the mouth of College Creek.  
 

b. In the York River the boundary lines shall be the Route 33 bridges at West Point.  
 

c. In the Rappahannock River the boundary line shall be the Route 360 bridge at 
Tappahannock. 

 
2. This subsection shall not apply to legally licensed eel pots as described in 4VAC20-500.  
 
3. This subsection shall not apply to fish pots constructed of a mesh less than one-inch square or 
hexagonal mesh. 

 
4 VAC 20-270-50. Peeler crab pot and hard crab pot limits. 
 

A.  It shall be unlawful for any person to place, set or fish or attempt to place, set or fish more than 
210 peeler crab pots in Virginia tidal waters. 

 
B.   The lawful hard crab pot license categories and hard crab pot limits are as follows: 
 

1.  up to 85 crab pots.  
2.  up to 127 crab pots. 
3.  up to 170 crab pots.  
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4.  up to 255 crab pots. 
5.  up to 425 crab pots.  
 

C.  It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly place, set or fish any amount of crab pots that 
exceeds that person’s crab pot limit, as described in subsection B of this section. 
  
4 VAC 20-270-51. Daily commercial harvester, vessel, and harvest and possession limits.  
 

A.  Any barrel used by a harvester to contain or possess any amount of crabs will be equivalent in 
volume to no more than three bushels of crabs. 

 
B. From July 5, 2023 2024, through October 31, 2023 2024, and May 16, 2024 2025, through July 4, 

2024 2025, any commercial fisherman registration licensee legally licensed for any hard crab pot license, 

as described in 4VAC20-270-50 B, shall be limited to the following maximum daily harvest and 

possession limits for any of the following hard crab pot license categories: 

 
1.  10 bushels, or three barrels and one bushel, of crabs, if licensed for up to 85 crab pots. 

2.  14 bushels, or four barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 127 crab pots. 

3.  18 bushels, or six barrels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 170 crab pots. 

4.  29 bushels, or nine barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 255 crab pots. 

5.  47 bushels, or 15 barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 425 crab pots. 

C. From November 1, 2023 2024, through December 16, 2023 2024, and March 17, 2024 2025, 

through May 15, 2024 2025, any commercial fisherman registration licensee legally licensed for any hard 

crab pot license, as described in 4VAC20-270-50 B, shall be limited to the following maximum daily 

harvest and possession limits, for any of the following crab pot license categories: 

 
1. Eight bushels, or two barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 85 crab pots. 
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2. 11 bushels, or three barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 127 crab pots. 

3. 14 bushels, or four barrels and two bushels, of crabs, if licensed for up to 170 crab pots. 

4. 22 bushels, or seven barrels and one bushel of crabs, if licensed for up to 255 crab pots. 

5. 36 bushels, or 12 barrels of crabs, if licensed for up to 425 crab pots. 

D. When a single harvester or multiple harvesters are on board any vessel, that vessel’s daily harvest 
and possession limit shall be equal to only one daily harvest and possession limit, as described in 
subsections B and C of this section, and that daily limit shall correspond to the highest harvest and 
possession limit of only one licensee on board that vessel. 

 
E. When transporting or selling one or more legal crab pot licensee’s crab harvest in bushels or barrels, 

any agent shall possess either the crab pot license of that one or more crab pot licensees or a bill of lading 
indicating each crab pot licensee’s name, address, commercial fisherman registration license number, date, 
and amount of bushels or barrels of crabs to be sold. 

 
  F. If any police officer finds crabs in excess of any lawful daily bushel, barrel, or vessel limit, as 

described in this section, that excess quantity of crabs shall be returned immediately to the water by the 
licensee who possess that excess over lawful daily harvest or possession limit.  The refusal to return crabs, 
in excess of any lawful daily harvest or possession limit, to the water shall constitute a separate violation 
of this chapter.  

 
G. When any person on board any boat or vessel possesses a crab pot license, it shall be unlawful for 

that person or any other person aboard that boat or vessel to possess a Seafood Buyers Boat License and 
buy any crabs on any day. 
 
4 VAC 20-270-52. Area Restriction.  
 

A. It shall be unlawful for any person to use any gear, except hard crab pots or peeler pots, to harvest 
crabs from the waters of Back Bay and North Landing River or within the jurisdiction of the Albemarle 
and Currituck watersheds as described in § 28.2-101 of the Code of Virginia. 

 
B. It shall be unlawful to possess, sell, or offer for sale crabs taken by any means other than hard crab 

pot or peeler pot from the waters described in this section. 
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4 VAC 20-270-55. Minimum size limits. 
 

A. From March 17 the beginning of the season as described in 4VAC20-270-40 through July 15, it 

shall be unlawful for any person to harvest, possess, sell or offer for sale more than 10 peeler crabs, per 

United States standard bushel, or 5.0% of peeler crabs in any other container, that measure less than 3-¼ 

inches across the shell from tip to tip of the longest spikes.  From July 16 through November 30 the end 

of the season as described in 4VAC20-270-40, it shall be unlawful for any person to harvest, possess, sell 

or offer for sale more than 10 peeler crabs, per United States standard bushel, or 5.0% of peeler crabs in 

any other container, that measure less than 3-½ inches across the shell from tip to tip of the longest spikes, 

except as described in subsections B and C of this section. 

 
B. From July 16 through November 30 the end of the season as described in 4VAC20-270-40, it shall 

be unlawful for any person to harvest, possess, sell or offer for sale more than 10 peeler crabs, per United 

States standard bushel, or 5.0% of peeler crabs in any other container, that are harvested from waters on 

the ocean side of Accomack and Northampton counties and measure less than 3-¼ inches across the shell 

from tip to tip of the longest spikes, except as described in subsection C of this section. 

 
C. In the enforcement of these peeler crab minimum size limits aboard a vessel, the marine police 

officer shall select a single container of peeler crabs of his choosing to determine if the contents of that 
container violate the minimum size and tolerance described in this section.  If the officer determines the 
contents of the container are in violation, then the officer shall return all peeler crabs on board the vessel 
to the water alive. 

 
D. It shall be unlawful for any person to take, catch, harvest, possess, sell or offer for sale, or to destroy 

in any manner, any soft crab that measures less than 3-½ inches across the shell from tip to tip of the 
longest spikes.  
  
4 VAC 20-270-56. Daily Recreational harvest and possession limit. 
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It shall be unlawful to take by using an unlicensed dip net or hand line, or two crab pots, or to harvest 
or possess for personal use aboard any vessel, more than one bushel of hard crabs or two dozen peeler 
crabs per day.  
    
4 VAC 20-270-58. Repealed.  

4 VAC 20-270-60. Penalty.  
 
As set forth in § 28.2-903 of the Code of Virginia, any person violating any provision of this chapter 

shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanor, and a second or subsequent violation of any provision of this 
chapter committed by the same person within 12 months of a prior violation is a Class 1 misdemeanor.  
 

 * * * * * * * * 
 
This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate copy of the chapter passed by the Marine 
Resources Commission, pursuant to authority vested in the Commission by § 28.2-201 of the Code of 
Virginia, duly advertised according to statute, and recorded in the Commission's minute book, at meeting 
held in Hampton, Virginia on June 25, 2024. 
 

           COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
         MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION  
 
 By: ______________________________ 

 Jamie L. Green 
 Commissioner 
 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this ____ day of _____ 2024.  
  

_____________________________________ 
Notary Public 
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PREAMBLE 
 

This chapter closes the 2023-2024 2024-2025 crab dredging season in Virginia tidal 

waters, in order to conserve female crabs, as the exploitation rate, by the crab dredge 

fishery, on female crabs, most of which have not spawned for the first time, can jeopardize 

the current and future biological health of this resource. This chapter is promulgated 

pursuant to the authority contained in §§28.2-201, 28.2-203, 28.2-203.1 and 28.2-707 of 

the Code of Virginia. This chapter amends and re-adopts, as amended, previous Chapter 4 

VAC 20-1140-10 et seq., which was promulgated June 28, 2022 June 27, 2023 and made 

effective on July 5, 2022 2023.  The effective date of this chapter is July 5, 2023 2024. 

 
4 VAC 20-1140-10. Purpose. 
 

This chapter promotes conservation of the blue crab resource, especially female crabs 
that constitute mostly all of the crab dredge harvest, with many of those female crabs yet 
to produce their initial spawn. The provisions in this chapter are in response to the reduced 
abundance of the blue crab resource and its overexploitation, especially of female crabs. 

 
4 VAC 20-1140-20. Crab dredging prohibited. 
 

In accordance with the provisions of § 28.2-707 of the Code of Virginia, the crab 

dredging season of December 1, 2023 2024, through March 31, 2024 2025, is closed, and 

it shall be unlawful to use a dredge for catching crabs from the waters of the 

Commonwealth during that season. 
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4 VAC 20-1140-30. Penalty.  
 
As set forth in §28.2-903 of the Code of Virginia, any person violating any provision 

of this chapter shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanor, and a second or subsequent 
violation of any provision of this chapter committed by the same person within 12 months 
of a prior violation is a Class 1 misdemeanor. 

 
******************* 

 
This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate copy of the chapter passed by the 
Marine Resources Commission, pursuant to authority vested in the Commission by § 28.2-
201 of the Code of Virginia, duly advertised according to statute, and recorded in the 
Commission's minute book, at meeting held in Hampton, Virginia on June 25, 2024. 
 
 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
MARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION 

 
 
BY: _______________________________                                                                  

  Jamie L. Green 
Commissioner  

 
 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ______ day of _____ 2024. 
 
 

______________________________                                                                  
Notary Public 
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